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THAT HACKING COUGH
We

Fmlture.
Vf EYEtt, BROUWER A CO.. Dealers In all
ItI kinds of Furniture, Curtains,Wall Paper,
Toys, Cofflns, Picture Frames.etc.:Rlverstreet.

OFFICE: VAN LANDEGEND’8 BLOCK.

ROGERS.

IL

Druggist A Pharmacist; a

can be so quickly
guarantee It. Mold

stock of goods appertainingto the bus- cured by Shiloh's Cure.
by D. K. Meengs.

Onsral Bsalsn.

Editor and PublUhtr.

WILL YOU SUFFER w|th Dyspepsiaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh's Vltellxer is guaranteedto
cure you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

Mr.

do to th$ Vital

miserable bv that
terriblecough. Shiloh's Cure is the remedy for
you. Sold by D. R. Meengs.

the artrles. In performing tills function
it acts, like the

other muscles,by

alter-

paitfat three months, and $2.00 if

paid

at six

months.

Mr

JOB PRINTIM Prowtlj ill

EMltel

TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One aqotre of ten line*, (nonpareil,)75 cenU for
firit Insertion,and 25 eenU tor eact sobsequent
insertionfor anj period under three mouths.
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VT’UITE, J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
J\. vegetables; Meat Market ox S4k street.
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H., Dealer in Fresh, Balt,
and Smoked Msets end Vegetables; paper
and twine; Sth street.
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Physicianand Surgeon, can be
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found in hla offlee, on River street, next door
to D. R. Meengs, drag store.

in all these

is,

in apparent

now claims

good health.

Chab. O. Browns, Pres’t.
[The wonderful case referred to above

REMERS, H., Physician and

Surgeon. R«si- is published in another column and will
dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Market street. Office one door west of VanRaalte's prove of great value to thousands of our
boot and shoe store. Offlee hours from 8 a. m. to
readers.— Ed.]
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ALLEGAN BRANCH.

From Allegan to
Holland.
a.m.
a. ra. p. m.
•10 45 8 25
11 45 ^’545
Corn Meal *100 As... ...........
Cora, shelled * bushel ............
11 25 8 49 ........ Fillmore ....... 11 25
5 10
Flour, *brl ......................
Fine Cota Meal S 100 As .......
4 55
11 35 400 ........ Hamilton ........ 11 07
Feed,* ton .. ...................
. ” * 100 A .....................
10 53
4 15
12 00 4 15
Hay, * ton .......................
7 00
10 30
380 Middmag, * 100 A ...............
12 45 4 40
Oats, * bushel ......................
n. m. p.m.
*
p.m. p.ra.
Pearl Barley, * 100 A ...............
Rye * bush .....................
* Mixed trains,
Timothy Seed, * bushel ..........
t Runs dally,all other trains dally except Sun- Whest, white * bushel ............
day. All trains run by Chicago time.
.............
LancasterRed, * bushel....
Holland

.
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$irertanj.

Attonsyi.

[OWARD.M.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
L Notary Public: Rlverstreet.

VfOBRIDU, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
Nm. Leppig's Bloc*, Grand Rapids, Michigan.

to.

Business in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
will be promptly attended
®-ly
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ings of astonishment at the iniquities there
to admit that the half had
not been told.
Miss Frances E. Willard, in the Introduction to the book, says: "I have read its
pages with thoughts too deep for tears.
Borne sulphur shrouded planet may have
a vocabularyfiendish enough to fitly characterize what they reveal, but mere English it only the vocabularyof a prating
parrot in presence of such pathos and
such vtoe.”
"The Women of Mormoniatc or the
Story of Polygamy as Told by the Victims
Themselves,” is an authentic work. It is
edited by a lady in Salt Lake City, Utah,
who has long been one of the leader* in
the Anti-Polygamy cause. She relates the
stories of the "victims” almost In their
owd words. The persons who made the
statements, many of whom are still in the
Mormon church and see do way out, were
willing to make private affidavits to the
truthfulness of their accounts.
Rev. Moses Smit, pastor of the Second
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"Occasionally.”

"Stop It I Stop it
come and see me.”

man

a

for

year, and then

broke off the habit at

sented himself.

"Do you smoke?” asked
"Yes, now and then.”
"Stop it? Stop

it

the great

man.

a year, and then

for

sir

it

off by contact

and absorb the oxygen.
act as so

with the pure
In short these

many

scavengers’

carts, hurrying along with their load of
deleterious matter, unloading and loading

up with wholesome oxygen. Now how
does alcohol affect these little vehicles at
their

work?

I

know what

he was driving at?

He’d have told me that

as

I had stopped

have saved enough

to atari myself.”

is

viens to the lungs the carbonic acid

gas, throw

effort, be replied:

"Didn’t

hundredth chewing, drinking and smoking 1 must

When
ties,

the blood la loaded with impari-

and moves sluggishly

In tbe veins, an

alterativeii needed; aa this condition of
the vital fluid cannot laat long without

serious remits. There is noting better

than Ayer’s Sarsaparillato purify tbe
blood and impart energy

Th$ OrtaUit

U a

of all

beautiful face.

to

the system.

Pmoaal

Ohirm

Young

ladies and

Simply as if we should re- women do not foiget this, Education sad

duce the capacity of
of a coal-scuttle.

the cait to that, say, health will place you above tbe average
As the alcohol goes into woman, bat when you have a clear com-

the circulation,its affinity for water

draws

plexion without the alighteat tendency to

out the moisture from the blood-discs and

any skin disease,you are possessedwith
causes them to shrink in size so as no lon- charms that will be a pleasure to tbe day
ger to do the needful amount of transpor- of yonr death. Apply Swayne’s Ointment
tation. The discs, renderedsmall and

ir
on the appearance of any Skin Eruption
regular iu shape by the loss of water, and you will feel glad and happy. If
cohere iu maisce., These masses impede troubled with Blind, Bleeding, Itching or

the circulation and in the small, hair-like UlceratedPiles, you will find this Ointvessels, to such an extent as to cause ment the best in tbe market.

congestionor unnatural heaping together
of the blood iu tbe different organs. This

congestion in the lungs, liver, kidneys,
brain, is the fruitful source of disease

death. But again, alcohol has a

and

fatal ef-

""What did you

think of

thought?” asked a lecturer of

my
a

train

of

supposed

friend.

"I thought it lacked only one Hilng,”

fect on another element of tbe blood, the he replied.
"Ah I” responded tbe delighted lecturer,
fibrine, through this same affinityfor

water. If taken In larger quantities, it "what was that?”
coagulatesthe flbrioe sod turns

It

into a

"A

sleeping-car,”waa the answer.

To

all

half-solidclot of the consistence of cream.
This clot, if found in the heart sometimes

Card.

.

who

are auttering from the errors
stops the circulationcompletelyand death and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakness, early decay, loss of manhood, Ac.,
is instantaneous.When it occurs iu the
brain, the circulation through that organ I will send a recipe that will cure you,

ceases, the nerves are paralyzed,the body
CongregationalChurch, Detroit, Mich., becomes unconsciousand falls,as if knockwrites: "I read the manuscriptpages with
ed down. Hence so many deaths of hard
an interestwhich at times rose to astonishment and indignation. This book lam drinkers from apoplexy, which means
X. 0. of 0, F.
sure will be found to be the right thing, in literally striking down.
HollandCltyLodge, No. 192, ludependentOrder
the right placl, at the right time and from
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
T. Rombyn Beck.
Fellows Hall.Holland, Mich., onTnesdayEvening the right source. Every paster in the land
Holland, March 18, 1888.
of each week
may recommend the volume before he
Visiting brothers arecordlallylnvUed.
sees it, and a million copies ought to be
M. Harbimoton, N.G.
sold in one year.”
William Bdxoaitbl, R. 8.
We hsve before us a copy of Green*
This work is to mike a great stir in the
Hints on Fruit Culture and catalogue0
countnr ; every one who hears of it wants
F. A A. X.
ARsuuLABOommunicstion of Uxitt Lodob. to read it It is sold onlv by aubscription plants, vines and trees. It contains a

BACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and
dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. High No. 111.F. A A. M.. will be beldut Masonic Hal) so as to have it circulated as widely at posest market price paid for wheat. Offlee In Brick Holland,Mich., on Wedneidny svenlng, March
sible. To places where no agent can be
store cor Eighth A Fish streets, Holland, Mich. 17 21,nt7»’clock, sharp.
secured the work will be sent by mail on
O. Bxitxai, W.M.
D.L. Botd.Jsc’v.
Bmp aal KedUUsi.
receipt of the price, |2.
The enterprisingagent who secures
phOESBURG, J. O. Dealer In Drugs and Medlchoice territory will ne fortunate. We
Why Wilocmi.
cine*, Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. P
undersUnd the publisher desires good
slelans prescriptions carefullypot up. Eighth
What makes Floreiton Colonge wel- agents in this county. Fall particulars
Vf EENG8, D. R., Drag Store. Fine Drags, Med* come on every lady’s toilet table is its last- caq. be obtained by addressing C. G. G.
iVi iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and
Paine, Detroit,
3-w
Perfumeries. River street.
ing fragrance and rich, flowery ordur.
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Apples, |l bushel ......... ....... $
Beans, V bushel ............... 1 50
Batter, fl lb ....................
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visibleonly under the microscope, ^t

little discs
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(Correctedevery Thursday by K. J. Harrington.)

both at

we cannot help but assore him of a "plen-

effect just con- once, and at the end of a year again pre-

part of an inch in diameterand of course

#ur Markets.

12

of this delicate organ?

minute red globules or blood-discs,measur

D

20 ....Bushklll...

powers

blood. In the blood fleat millions of

A Timely Book.

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gallery opposite this office.

WatfthMaitJiwilry.

Judging his future success by his standing

pends largely upon the compositionof the oae more

p.m.

LTIGGIN8,

the

cltliensof Holland and surroundingplaces.

see me.”
The young man went away and cut loose
the great purifier* of the blood. They are from the habit, after worrlng through
like a pair of bellows, alternatelytaking In another twelve months once more faced
pure sod driving out Impure air. At each the philanthropist. v
inspiration of pure air, the blood from
"Do you chew?”
the veins, as it courses over the
"Yes.”
lungs, is purified by giving up Its car"Stop itl Stop it for a year, and then
bonic acid gas and receiving in its stead come and see me.”
the oxygen of the air. Now this constant
But the young man never called again.
process of oxidationor purification de- When some one asked why he didn’t make

P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short citizenof the
notice. Offlee at his residenceNew Holland,
9-ly
has bad some chronic disease to our knowl-

D EST, R.

doubt bnt

of the lungs, which, when healthy, are

a good and respected
town and community. He

nnilUas.

least

warm welcome by

more fatal. This leads us to the function come and

a resident of

time as that of Mormonism. It is the
nREXMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and topic of the hour. The newspapers and
6 35 10 30 420 ..Grand Rapids.. 10 45 6 35 8 45
dealer In Fancy Goods ; Corner of Market
a. m. a.m. p.m.
a. m. a. m. p.m.
magazines are filled with it, the -miq liters
and Eighth Street.
preach about it and it is the topic of priOn Snnday morning the Night Express leaves
Holland2 :3Q and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 4:10 a.m. \I7YKUUYSKN, U., dealer In Watches, Clocks. vate conversation. The last article of the
TV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and late Dr. Bacon was “The Ulab Problem”
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
24-ly.
Cedar streets,Holland, Mich.
and was left unfinished with the question
From Muskegon;
From Holland to
"What are you going to do about it.”
to HollanoMuskegon.
Most people think they know all about it,
>.m.
p. m. a.m. p.
a. m. p. m. a. m.
but even the best informed after perusing
t5 30 3 25 U 45 ....Holland. ..
3 25 10 45 t® 40
the pages of the new book. "The Women
10 05
600
12 15 ...West Olive..
Produce, Etc.
of Mormonism” have to confess to feel
12

be will receive a

that a few

resulting from the uae of alcohol, is

"calls.” __

8 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35

Mth, and we have not the

foot, or

)

0

840

one

J

for the past seveifteenyesrs, and

town

in our

OTEGBNGA, A.

be well to atate that during his

course st

fair

component elements of the blood

On Saturday night the Night express north runs* OCHlPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon;
Spring Is coming and W. Vorst, the
offlee at the drag store of SchcpersA »chlpearlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
tailor, is jnst ready to make new clothes
horst; Is prepared at all limes, day or night, to
Holland 2;20 Sunday morning^
or to renovate and renew old clothes; also
attend to
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
repairing done neatly at reasonable prices
and Surgeon ; and short notice. Shop on Eighth street,
Physl
From Grd. Rapids WANTING, A. G., Physician
From Holland to
county,
*Y1 office at GraafrchapV 11 lage, Allegan count;
to Holland.
Grsnd Rapids.
west of Chicago Clothing Store.
26-ly.
Mich. Office hours from 12 to 2 p. u.
a. m. •m. p.m.
* ra. a.m. p. m.
W. VORST.
5 20 •816 3 25 •...Holland ..... 11 45 9 10 tioio
nrisgriphar.
5 85

Can we wonder

2. The Lungs. The

years he has been

0

may

bis native city,

law
Ann Arbor, be hss maintained n
standing, both at the university sod in
society, which made him a favorite in
t

years of such extra labor tells fearfullyon

furnished by

Mr. Peter Lawler baa been
this

Vriarr Potilei.

"cake.” As Mr. Diekema in-

add six thousand beats

fifty-five tons raised

five feet.

Old Berkshire Mills,

B.

Iron
10th and River streets.

IT-

6 15 3 00 ..New Buffalo.. 11 40 1 00 11 55

7 30
a.

5 15 3 85

as to

Proprietore Parker’s Hair Balaam, which is deservedsidered is the increased rapidity
ly popular from its superior cleanliness.
circulation of the blood. That

P. H. Manufacturerof

3 65

2 30 .Benton Harbor.12 50 8 15 2 10

200 840
330

550

2 15

V17ILM8,

m.

10 56 10 25 12 20 ....Richmond...2 55 7 15 4 45

be took the

tends to open an offlee in

in the twenty-four hours

Safiit Way.

youthful color of the hair

5 15

305 780 500

audience. To use a popular expression

seven tons raised three hundred and sixty-

Tht

dealer lx Farm ImpleaienU
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth titreei.

V

the heart 10

Rugftr Mills: (Bleam Saw and Flour

M11U.) near foot of 8th street.

Taking Effect, Sunday Nov. 12, 1882.

societiesand the prolonged applause of the

allowance. Science shows that thia
•mount will increase the movement! of

land Colony.”

Vaiufiitiriii,MUli. Skill, Hi

Ohio&go *

and eloquence which won for him the
warm approbation of the members both

'.

Wanted!— A
the Nbws in every township

V

|mA*.

ed his subject well and spoke with ad ease

It is related of a wealthy Philadelphian
or impose an ad- who haa been dead these many years, that
Local Agent. ditional work of lifting seven tons, one a young man came to him one day and
foot. In a year this amounts to the enor- asked for help to start in business.
good correspondent for mous aggregate of two thousand five hun"Do you drink?” inquired the million-

Smoke Improved Punch, a Five Gent
Cigar. DR WM. VAN PUTTEN,

ITAN DER HAAR,

|4it

Cards! wine, or whisky may be taken as a

H. D. POST’S.

PAPERr&SMlT^:

paper AdvertisingBureau (1® ipruce 8t.), where
advertising contracts may be mads for it in NEW

BIRTHDAY

class.

TTAVERKATE,G. J., Livery and Boarding
£1 stable.Fine rig* and good boreeacan always
be relied on. On Fish street,near bcoti's
All advertisingbills coUecUble quarterly.
83-tf
An X before the Subscriber'sname will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two XX sig- VTIBBELINK,J. H., Livery and Bale Stable;
nifies that no paper will be continuedafter date.
il Ninth street, near Market.

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths published whitest charge for subscribers.

Cards!

in great variety at

on tbe question of com-

alter, on a debate

alcohol per diem in the shape of beer, ale,

T>OONE

the evening of the

pulsety education. Mr. Diekema master-

Mich.

LItut sal Isis tutln.

Yearly adrertlsers hare the prlrilsfe of three
changes.
Bnslness Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines,

A SONS., General Dealers
CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath nate contractionand relaxation.There
In Dry Goods, Groceries.Crockery, Hats secured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
and Caps, Flour. Provisions,etc. ; River street. cents. Nasal Injector free. Sold by D. R. Meengs. movements, which are continuous and alFOR LAME BACK. Side or Chest nse Shiloh’s most uniform, are called pulsations. Now
Istsli.
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Sold by D. JL in a healthy adult these pulsations occur
rilTY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Meengs.
seventy-three times in a minute. In the
\j prietors. The only first-lass Hotel In the
HHILOH'S COUGH and Consumption Cure Is twenty-fourhours the number of pulsacity. Is located in the business center of the town,
and has one of the largestand best sample rooms sold by ns on a guarantee. It cores consumption.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
tions is about one hundred thousand,alin the State. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel. Holland,
10-1/
SHILOH’B VITALIZES is what yon need for lowing for the diminution of beats when
Consumption, Lose of Appetite,Dizslnessand the body sits or lies. By these pulsations
p HON IX HOTEL.
all svmptons of Dyspepsia. Price 10 and 75 cents
over five thousand ounces of blood are
has good facilities for tho traveling public,andlts perbottla. Sold by D. R. Meengs.
table Is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommodaCROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis pumped each day over the body, or, In
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
immediatelyrelieved by Shiloh'sCore. Sold by other words, what Is equivalent to a
OOOTT' HOTEL. Wm. J. Scott, proprietor. D. R. Meengs.
weight of over ‘one hundred and fifteen
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terras,
Nice
fresh Taffy made every day at the tons is raised one foot. Suppose the case
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
of a moderate drinker. Two ounces of
be relied on. Holland,
8-ly
City Bakery, only 20 cU. per pound.

V

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,76 if

On

the Webster and Jeffersonian Societies of
We can notice only two.
1. The Heart. This organ may be tbe Law Department at Ann Arbor, we
brieflydescribed aa the great force pump bad the pleasureof bearing Mr. G. J.
of the human body, receiving the blood Diekema, as a contender for honor of the

ITAN PUTTEN G„

Terms of faWerlftteat

Editor:—

9th of March, in a Joint contest, between

through the veins and driving it ont Into

8LEELPBSSNIGHTS, made

NO. 578.

Forth* HollandCits Nsvti

Organi and thoir Function*.

YITALSH HEBBR,

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WILLIAM

WHOLE

1883.

Ntw.
Bo. 3. WfcAtDoM Alcohol

^dditumal •Encal

WiPAFER.

KE

17,

For tKs Holland VUv

in Drngi. Medl-

6H9

®be Holland

SATURDAY, MARCH

MICH.,

beautiful colored plate and over thirty Illustrationsof fralts, etc., Includinga fall-

page view of a New York fruit farm 0
184 acres, showing how one may be lak
ont. It describes the valuable new frails
and tella how to plant and cultivate them
It is sent free on application^to Green’s
Nurseries, box 5(12, Rochester, N. Y.

free of charge. This gnat remedy was
discovered by a missionary in South
America. Sead a self -addressed envelope

REV. JOSEPH
New York

to the

D,

INMAN,
City.
T.

Station

26-ly

Notice to the Public.
The uadenigaed

desires to clothe a portion, If not all, of tbe popniation,of tbe

City of Holland, with something good
and something cheap. Remember onr old
motto "We want to sell tbe cheapest”
Satisfaction gnaraateed. We can fit any
nun, youth, boy or child, of proper proportions, from our large and weil selected
assortment; and warrant good mill to
compare in fit to anything that can be produced by tbe moat skillful manufacturers
of custom work. Thanking the people of
this city and vicinity for their generous
patronageof the past I remain.
Yours respectfully,
JOHN A. ROOST.
Holland, Mich, March 1, 1883.

f oDani f'*®

tws.

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

Leonard Jerome, the father-in-lawof
clinging to the roof for three daya A tional Park have been leased by the SecreSOME CURIOUS THINGS.
Memphis dispatch says that “stock are up tary of the Interior, in seven tracts of from
Lord Randolph Churchill,was a printto their throat* in water in the St Francis one to two acres each, po located as to com- Work That Might Have Been Put to Greater
er at the case long after he was marUsefulness.
swamps, and many carcassesof dead animals mand the hotel and other privileges in the
ried.
H. B. Claflin left the little vilvicinity
of
all
the
most
attractive
natural
are floating about”
fFrom the Troy Times.]
ourios’tiea in the park. ' The lease la lool-ed
lage where was teaching school in VerWASHINGTON.
In Boston there is a curious little
upon as excessivelyfavorableto the lessees.
mont and came to New York. He had
musical instrument. The case, in shape
The State Department having instiFOREIGN.
tho right sort of stuff injimi though,
like a small music box, is of golcf, entuted iii'quiries .Ate the cause of the firing

An important victory was gained by
upon the United States steamer Valencia by the French Ministry in the Chamber of Depthe Dutch fort at Curacoa,in the West
Indies, explanation has been made that tho uties when the propositionof M. Clemenceau
incident was the result of negligence on the for a rovipion of tho constitution was re
THE EAST.
part of the principal police officer of the jeoted, and a res lution of confidence in the
They have been having some terribly place, and an unwarranted exercise of an Government was adopted by a vote of .807
absolute regulation-by the offiter of the
cold weather down Eafet It sbiie’pbintsin
Maine the mercury dropped to 40 degrees fort The offenders have been punished,
and assurance is given that the occurrence
below zero.

and went up to the very top of the
ameled ; on the lid is set an oval strip
dry-goods trade, with a rush. Peter
of porcelain ; having wound the works
Cooper made hats until he learned
and pressed a spring, this oval flies up,
how to make the glue which, in turn,
a tiny nest is disclosed,and irom
from it
made his vast fortune; and Charles
leaps a beautifulbird, which, perching
O’Cenor* the great lawyer, was the
son of a^squatter. What chance has a
canary, opening its bill and fluttering
rich man’s son?— Areu’ York correwill not be repeated.
Phince Gortsohakoff, with whose its wings and body in the most life-like spondence. - The body of Henry Soy berk, the
manner; when its song is done it hops
Secretary Folder has under con- career tne history’ of Russia the past quarter
back to its nest and the oval closes.
Philadelphia millionaire,was cremated in
.. Seme Facts from the Census.
siderationthe question broached relative to of u cefivuryhas uoim intiuiWalylinked,d ed
This beautiful toy cost $12.
Lemoyne’s furnace, at Washinirton, Pa....
the
other
day
at
Baden-Bauen,
fn
the
85th
The
'population o£ the United States
tho
case of Representative-elect Ochiltree,
Mra Abram Wakeman, an invalid, and her
At the Parisian Palais dTndustrie is
year ot hi* age, after having been for more
daughter perished by suffocation in New of Texas, whether the Treasury Department than (4xty years in officialemployment, be- a landscape executed in European Mid is thus classified: yr f < .
York, a tire having broken out in a tiat in may withhold the nay due a member of ginning as a legationattache, and ending as
Males ....... ..29,518,820 White ......... 43,402,970
which they resided.The propertyloss is Congress to offset a claim of the Government Chancellor of tne Russian empire. Virtually foreign insects. The foreground is Females ....... 24,es6,'.K»!Cotorecl ....... 6,580,793
against him. Mr. Ochiltree was in default his last service to his sovereign was ren- composed of 45,000 coleoptera, the re- Native ......... 43,475,840Chinese ........105,466
estimated' at 190,00(1.
Foreign ...... J 6,079,943Japanese ...... 148
iu his accounts as United States Marshal of
The investigation now being made by Texas, and it was proposed to recoup the dered in tiie Congress of the Powers in Berlin mainder of the picture being formed of
ludians ....... 66,:w7
in 1878, at the close of the TuTco- Russian over 4,000 varieties of the insect tribp,
a committee of the Now York Legislature Government by withholdingfrom him an war; and the issue of that memorable conTotal ................................
60,155,783
which supply every tone , requisite for
into the. condition and management of the equal portion of his salary os Congressman. gress is evidence that the intellectof the
Our
population
in
1880
was
more
than
the
landscape.
Tire
completion
of
the
It i« stated from Washington that octogenarian was then as keen as that of the
State Lunatic Asylums is developing a very
double that of 1850, or 50,155,783,
great statesmen with whom he was brought work occupied the artist four years.
serious condition of affairs.It is charged the
antl Tariff law underwent some
into contact. .. .The PrussianGovernment
that sane people wete confined in the U tica
There is still extant in tho Postoffice against 23,191,876.The tendency of
Asylum; that patients were beaten, badly remarkabletransformations from the time has forbidden the introductioninto Germany Department at Wosliingtona small population, to cente# iu the cities be.Coumfed, and abominably treated, and that it was passed in the Senate until it reached of the Vienna AllcgemcintZcitung.
whether sane or insane it is impossible for a the President for signature, the responsi- oundourons, tho well-known Greek states- folio ledger pf not more than three comes more marked as the Union grows
man, is dead.
, ,
quires of paper, upon which Franklin, older. The total number of inhabitants
person once committed to tho asylum to get
for which does not appear in the reca dischargeIn less than two years..... bility
when Postmaster General, kept all his in the cities has about quadrupled
Looms, the Agawam murderer, was hanged ords’. In severalinstances the intentionof
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
since 1850—11,318,547, against '2,897, accounts for two years.
the framers of the bill has been defeated by
lastweek at Springfield, Mass. He made
the transposition of a conjunctionor a
At Breslau, the capital of Siberia, 586.
full confession of his crime, attributOn the arrival of A steamer at Boston
punctuationmark, and the probabilityis
The total male population of voting
ing it to mm, and died with composure.
tho churches are exceedingly interestthe Treat}ury Department, instead of being Patrick Levy, a passenger from Queenstown,
Uriah Moyer was executed at Middleburg, relieved in the matter of construction of
ing from sculptures in alio relievo ago in the States and Territories was
Pa., for the murder of Gretchen Kintzler, in
the law, ’ will have little time was taken into custody on the charge of which ornament their walls, and are 12,830,349, made up of 8,270,518 na1877.
for any other business than explaining murder. During the voyage Levy confessed fine specimens of art. One at the Katli- tive, 3,072,487foreign born, and 1,487,Gov. Butlbr, of Massachusetts, ap- the puqiort of tho act of 188.'} ____ to the officers of the steamer that he killed
baus represents Satan wheeling his 344 colored, among whom, beside Afripeared in court at Boston as conusel in a Judge LUley, an aged Washington lawyer, Palrick Harley, a fanner at Mullingar, Irecans, Chinese, Japanese and Indians
called upon Stephen W. Dorsey, at tho lat- land, two years ago. He paid that Harley grandmotherin a wheelbarrow.
criminal case— the Westfielddistillery suit— tet’s residence in Washington, a few nights
There is at Redear, a small village in are included.
rented a farm over the head of an evicted
and made an argument for the defense. ago, and in the course of a conversationabout tenant and that he (Levy) was paid T20 by a
The statisticsof the ages of the popEngland, a cork model of Lincoln CaThe occurrence createsthe greatest sorrow the star-route trial LillA’ made some re- person whom he refuted to name to kill
ulation
are very interesting, and will
thedral,
made
by
a
plowman,
which
In Beacon Hill that the gubernatorial oftic e mark that greatly enraged Dorsey, who iarley. On being arrested he denied that
should bo so disgraced. — The Academy of struck his guest from the chair in which he he was hired to do the murder, and paid containsthe extraordinary number of probably surprise most readers. They
Music and HorticulturalHall at Philadelphia was. sitting, and then jumped. upon, and that the crime was committed in a drunk#n 1,000, 00Q old corks, and occupied ten are not .aware, we imagine, that the
have been engaged for the Irish National kicked him, indictingseriousinjuries.
quarrel. He will be held under surveillance years and seven mouths in building.
largest number of inhabitants of the
League ,«.4. Convention,i to be
until advices from England are received ____
POLITICAL.
A
curious
purchase
has
recently been United States of a single age were
held April L'5 and 2(1 Parnell and
Wiggins alleges that his storm prophecywas
Davitt are expected to be present.
.Elliott,
The Michigan Democrats met in con- literally fulfilled,and believes hundreds of made for one of the Paris museums. It those most important members of the
the prize-fighter, wits buried in New York
vention at tire State Capitol on the 7th inst thousandsof lives have been destroyedon is a confessional of old Florentine family who have not completed their
with distinguished honors. The remains
the shores of the Bay of Bengal by a tidal carving. Beside the marvelous work first year. Of these there were 1,447,were followed to the grave by l.*»0 coaches The conventionpxit in nomination half a wave, a small edition of which, he claims,
ticket, and authorized the Chairman of the struck this continent.He asserts that he on the panels, it Is surmounted by the 983, while of the men who have just
filledwith admiring friends.
State Central Committee to treat with the is qble to foretellstorms, heat, cold and. head of the Savior, which, on touch- reached 21 the total was only 998,964.
THE WEST.
Greenbackers, who were to hold their con- high
ing a spring, disappearsand gives place The following table gives the totals at
A cremationsociety is to be formed vention the followingday, for the other half,
to a diabolical visage, with* horns and ages separated by five years
Extracts
from
the
correspondence
and, in case of failure to agree upon
in Chicago, with a capitalef $100,000. It is
1 year.. ..1,447’ 983 J5 years ........... 645,292
a union ticket, John W. Champlin, between Minister Lowell and the State De- tongues of fire, well calculatedto strike 5Under.
vejirf* .......... 1,357,796150 mrs. .......... 682,714
intended to establisha regular crematory, of Grand Rapids, was named for
a
healthy
terror
Into
the
minds
of
peni10 years ......... U.vj.253,65years ........... 364,719
partmentrelative to the enactment by the
as it is thought there are a large number of Judge of the Supreme Court, long term, and
13 years ......... 934,297CO years ........... 427,937
tents.
people in the Northwest who believe that Arthur L Clark, of Sanilac county, for Re- British Parliament of tho law for the prevenyears ......... 1,113,569 '65 years ........... 233,231
The Catholic church, built in Lubec 25 >ws.~,..-^.1.018,'JO9J0 years — ...... 184,158
the most decent and economicalmethod of gent of the University. The resolutionscen- tion of crime in Ireland have been pubdisposing of the dead is by incineration.
sure the Republican members of the Legisla- lished. In a letter from Secretary'Freiing- in the years 1170-1314, has a curious 3<) years ......... 1,094,324 75 years ...........90,372
years and over.221,076
ture for the prolonged and expensive Sena- huysen regret is expressed fhnt a nation
clock. On the end of the hour hand 35 years .......
By an explosion of dynamite in torial
contest, and declare that any Judge whose history and traditionsare so linked
*Dead Man’s Hollow,” near McKeesport, Pa, who accepts a rtilroad pass should with the progress of human liberty as are is a little clock which keeps exact time
It will be seen tnat wliile the numone man was killed outright and three oth- be impeached and removed from those of the United Kingdom should have with the large one.
bers above decrease pretty steadily as
office. The Greenback Convention con- deemed it necessary to re-enact tho provisIn Limerick Cathedral, Ireland, may age advanced -‘by Steps 'of ten years,
ers received injuries that may prove fatal
programme, ions of the obnoxiousAlien act, and the fear be seen the following inscriptionon a
The accident was caused by ah attempt to vened, according
there were more men and women of 40
thaw out some frozen dynamite by the heat on the 8th, and unhesitatinglyaccepted the finds expression that the enforcemebt of handsome tablet: “Mementi mori.
years than of 35, and of 50 years than
propbsition of the Democrats for a union the law may interfere "with the cordialreof a stove. ____ A scow having on board thirty
Here lieth Little Samuel Bivrington, of 45, and the number of those who
ticket
The
convention
then
proceeded
to
lations
which
have
hitherto
existed
between
laborerswas struck by a schooner opposite
nominateThomas R Sherwood,of Kalama- the British Government' and the United that great Undertaker of Famous Citi’s had reached 60 was over 63,000 more
Jersey City, and seven’ men were drowned.
zoo, for Justice of the Supreme Court, Statea The letter bears date Sept 22, 1882. clock and Chime Maker ; he made his
than the number who were 55. But the
A dispatch fram Deadwood, Dakota, and Charles J. Willett* of Grotiot, for ....The President has been suffering for
own time early and Later,' but now he followingtable shows even more strikSecond
Regent
of
tee
State
Universome time front a catarrhal affection, and is
says : “Fire was discovered last night in the
is returned to God his Creator. The
sltv. Resolutions were adopted re- considerably annoyed at its tenacity.
ing differences
large two-story uoarciing-house owned by
affirming the Chicago' Greenback platform
years ..... '.... 949,02650 years ......... 682,71*
At Carson, Nev., it is understood 19th of November. Then he scest, 17
Hood A Scott, in Brownsville, on the Home- of 1880: arraigningthe Republicansfor the
And for HLs Memory this is Pleast, By 18 years ......... 1,131,132 51 years. ....... 242,336
stake railway, nfne miles from this city, and long delay and consequent expense in elect- that Mr. Fair will resign fhe United States
25 years ......... 1,018,309 59 years ......... 188,652
His Son Ben, 1693.’’
in less thantnirtyminutes the entire struct- ing a United States Senator; denouncing
26 years ......... 842,32160 years ......... 427,937
Senatorship, and that Gov. Adams, resigning
ure was destroyed.The following-named Congress for its failure to meet the public
A lady in Hungary has the distaff 29 years ......... 621,86261 years ......... 148,731
the
executive
office,
will
be
appointed
by
years.
..... 1,094,324 64 years ......... 160,033
persons perished in the flames: Peter Han- demand for revenue reform; favoring the
used by Marie Antoinette in spinning 30
31 years ......... 492,530185years ......... 233,231
sen, Lewis Hansen, R C. Wright, Thomas election of all Federal officers, including his successor,the present Lieutenant Govduring
her
imprison
itient.
It
is
of
wood
34
years
.........
546,28366 years ......... 133,543
.The New JerFinless, Jas. Chalmers, Jas. Tenpecliff,Sarn’l Senators and Postmasters, by the people, ernor, to succeed Mr. Fair.
35 years ......... 871, 065169 years ......... 105,894
Hayes, Fred D. Peters, ChOa Hammontfreed, denouncing monopolies, and advising a full sey Senate, by an almost unanimous vote, and ivory, inlaid with silver, and still
40 years ......... 922,64070 years ......... 184,158
W. H. Andrews,Harvey Wood. Several oth- representation from Michigan at the pro- passed a bill prohibitingthe sale of cigarettes bears the hemp left upon it by the ill- 41 years ........ 823,60871 years ......... 72,960
or
tobacco
to
minors,
and
imposing
a
fine
of
ers were burned and more pr less seriously posed Anti-Monopolygathering at Chicago,
ftted Queen on the eve of her execu- 44 years ......... 379,385172years .........89,802
#20 for every violationof the law.
injured. The building was a long, low, on the 4th of July
45 years ......... 645,29274 years ......... 70,506
tion.
cheaply-constructed affair of pitch pine,
46 years ......... 374,44175 years .........90,372
The
National
Civil Service Reform • Judge Phillips, of the Macoupin
In 1816 Lord Sehworterbnrygave 49 years ......... 319,651’
and burned with th,e greatest rapidity. The
(HI)
Circrat Court, has rendered a decision
It is very remarkable that the numbuuk-room occupied a loft, access to which Association,in session at New York, adopted
16,595 francs for u tooth of Isaac Newwas gained by mean* of one ladder at the resolutionscondemning the transfer of which will be of decide interest to bank ton, which is now set iti a ring and ber of individualsof 30, 40, 50, 60 and
end of the room. The tire undoubtedly Naval Officer Burt, of New York, to the posi- Directors and officials Stated briefly, the
worn by the eldest branch of that fam- 70 is invariably much greater than the
startednekr the ladder, editing off all re- tion of Examiner of the Civil Service Comdecision holds that a Director of a liank is
number one year younger or one year
treat Several of the deceased leave large fam- mission and the appointmentin his stead of
ily. *••
not an ornamentalfigurehead,but that it is
ilies, and all were well known and esteemed
older.
Among
the
antique
articles
in
possesa person who is hostile to the principles
The remains of the eleven unfortunates which Mr. Burt has sought to put in practice his duty to keep posted as to the coadition sion of Mr. Sewall, of Maine, are a set
The total number of people pursuing
of the institution with which he is conpresent a moqt rfckShlng sight, many being during his incumbency of the office.
nected. In the case at bar a depositor in an of pewter plates bearing the seal pf gainful occupationswas 17,392,099, beheadle-s or' limbless, and all charred and
The President has forwarded to insolvent bank sued the Directors person- King Richard, and supposed to be more ing 34.68 per cent, of the entire popublackened beyond possiblerecognition.The
ally and recovered a verdict The insolvCoroner will bold an investigation.... Rare Emory Speer, late Demo-Independent Conency of the l)a’>k was caused by the than 400 years old; also, one large sil- lation, and 47.31 per ceut.«of the popupersistencyin suicidal intent was exhibited gressman from Georgia, his commission as
fact that its cashier * stole the iunds, ver spoon which represents all the lation of 10 years of age and upward.
by George Cookson, a coachman at Evanston.
United States District Attorney for the
court !* held that it money receivedfor building a saw and Of these 14,744,942 Were males and 2,Ill, who shot hlmeelf tivptimes with a small Northern district of that State
. .The charge was the business of the Directors to ascerrevolver,and, finding that .means of self- in the message of GovernorPattison to the
grist mill— the payment haring been 647,157 were females, engaged, accordtain the true condition of the bank, and that
destruction tedious, completed the job by Legislatureof Penpaylvania, that the
ing to general classification,thus:
they could not plead ignorance when due made in silver and then cast into the
hanging himself in his employer’s bara
Standard Oil Company has been guilty diligencewould have discoveredthe facts. spoon.
Total. : Male. Female.
of bribery, will bo invertigate’Clby ____ J. D. Watson, for offeringa bribe to RepTHE SOUTH.
At Stalvenfols-on-the-Rhinethere is
Joint’ legislative committee.... resentative Bloch, of the Ohio Legislature,
Agriculture ......... 7,670,493j 7,076,983 594,510
correspondent *who recently The Tennessee House of Representatives was sentenced at Columbus to one year in an ancient church reduced to ruins Profession’!
and personal services..... 4,074,23fij2,712,943 1,361,295
passed down the Mississippi river from has passed a bill for the settlement of the the penitentiary____ A railway train ran upon through a lawsuit about tithes, which
State debt, which was adopted by the Dem- a back near Crawfordsville,IncL, killing the lasted forty years.
Trade and transporMemphis telegraphed as follows to the 8t
59,364
tation .............1,810.256: 1,750,892
ocrats in caucus, and went through without driver arid two passengers.
In
the
South
Kensington
Museum
at
Manufacturing,meLouis Globe-Democrat: “There are not more amendment It proposes to pay 50 cents on
than two or three spots of dry ground be- the dollar and 8 per cent nterest on all but
Loudon is a small watch, about 100 chanical and mining ..... .......... 3,837,1121 3.20C.124I631,988
THE MARKET.
tween Memphis and this point, snd scores of the State debt proper and bonds of educayears old, representing an apple, the
the best forms in Arkansas and Mississippi tional institutionswithin the State, which
golden case orriamehted with grains of
New york.
are in a complete state of wreck. Most of the Legislatureproposes to pay in full.
Leprosy in the United States.
Beeves
...........................
#
5.90
(a
7.35
pearl.
them have been abandoned, the owners and
The Territorial Legislature of Dako- Hoos ............................ 7.10 t.65
laborershaving fled to higher ground At
When
we remember that leprosy preFlour— Superfine ................ 8.75 4.15
‘ The Rich Men of New York.
Horbul’s landing eighteen cblored men and ta has passed the bill providingfor the re- Wheat-No. 1 White ............. 1.14 <3 1.15
vailed in Great Britain and other counwomen in two boats are moored to a tree on moval of the capital from Yankton and apNo. 2 Red ............... 1.20 (d 1.21
I sometimes wonder if it would be tries, now’ nearly or quite free from it,
the flooded bank, waiting for a steamboat to pointing a commision to select a site. The Cork-No. ........................71 @ .74
possible for a young man who was mod: in comparatively recent times; when wo
take them away. There is not a fopt of dry archives and appurtenancesarc to go to Oats— No. ....................... 60 & .53
land in ’forty miles. Skiff-loadsof colored some place which will grant 1(!0 acres of Pork— Mess ......................19.25 #19.50
erately wealthy to become a great mill- take into account the considerable
people, with their household goods, are seen land and not less than #100.000 in order to Lard ............................. 11)4# .Hii ionaire. It 1ms not been done in New
Scandinavian immigration to our shores
CHICAGO.
at various points, seeking for ground to rest secure tfle benefit of having the Legislature
York. The Astors for the last two gen- now going on; and, above all, when we
Bekyes— flood to Fancy Steers. 6.15 @ 7.05
oa At Sterling the colored people,horses brought home to it
Cows and Heifers ...... 3.50 (d 4.75
erations have not made money. The reflect that the policy of isolation purand cattle oro indiscriminatelyhuddled in
Medium to Fair ........ 5.60 (ft 6.10
GENERAL.
the upper story of the only ’stole there.
original John Jacob Astorhad one idea, sued by communities in which the
Hons ............................ 6.50 (d 7.90
Must of the fenoes and houses along tho
The backbone of the Creek Indian Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. 5.50 <?« 5.75 which was to buy real .estate on the disease is rife is not an ostracism of the
river bank are still intact, though manv of
flood to Choice 8pr’a Ex. 4.75 (!t 5.90
outskirts of the city. Ho persistently leper on account merely of his loaththem have floated away. At Star Landing rebellion js believed to have been broken by Wheat— No. 2 Hprlmc ........... 1.07 l!'. 1.09
the capture of Sleeping Rabbit, Spiechle’s
No. 2 Red Winter ....... 1.09 (d 1.10
invested in up-town lots. As the city someness, but a wholesome precaution
the dwellings are full of cattle, and the gin
First Lieutenant, and a number of subordi- Corn-No. ...................... .57 at .59
bopses full of negroes. The water in St Frangrew
tin* property increasedin value a for tho general safety, founded on the
nate chief. s....Maj. Phipps, tiie absconding Oats— No. ...................... .41 (dl .42
cis river is still flowing down from the sunk
hundred-fold.But the sons, who were conviction that leprosy is contagious,
Superintendent
of
the
Philadelphia alms- RYE— No ....................... .64 at .65
lands and slowly rising at all points. The
.74 (ft .75
...............
house, will be returned to the United States BARLfeY— No.
horn with all this wealth behind them, which conviction is forcing itself more
river is covered with saw-logs. The sufferButter—Choice Creamery ....... .82 (d .34
by the Dominion authoritiesat Toronto
did not increase their riches. They on those who have made the matter a
ing is intense, and many people are believed
Enos— Fresh ..................... .18 l<4 .19
to be dying for want of food" Later adIt is stated as a fact that direct PoBK-Mess ......................18.00 @18.23 made money, of course, hut it was subject of scientific study— when wo
vices report the water declining at Helena, telephoniccommunication has been bad Lard ........... ............. ..... .11 & '.H«
slowly aiul surely. The Asters’ fort- take all these things into consideration,
MILWAUKEB.
l«it rising below, causing breaks in the
between Cleveland, Ohio, and New York Wheat— No. ............
unes were almost entirely due to the and couple them witji the grim fact
LOT @ 1.08
levees.
city, a distance of over tiOO miles.
COBK-No. ..............
67 W .68
rise in the value of real estate. But that leprosy leads infallibly to death
A recent dispatch from Hubbard The business failures for the seven Oats— No. ..........
41 Cd .42
the sons have not become great finan- within a few years, we may well ask if
Rye-No.
2 .....................
*.57
<d> .58
City, Texas, gives particulars of a most
days ending March 9, os reported to R G. Barley— No. ...................• .71 @ .72
ciers. The same is true of all the other it is not desirable for us as a people, and
atrocious double crime. A dancing party
PoBK-Mess ......................17.75 @18.00
Dun & Co. , numbered 252, os against 272 for
wealthy men’s sons. But the poor boys if it is not incumbent on the Governwas giveijiat th# house of a wealthy and re- previous week, distributedas follows: New Lard ............................. .11 & .11!4
have come to the front with' a rush._ ment te fake steps to prevent the spread
8T.
LOUIS.
spectable fanner named Landa. About mid- England States, 21 ; Middle States, 40; WestWheat-No. 2 Red ............... Ml ft 1.12
The Tate Col. Jim Fisk, JrM was a ped-' of
night a young villain named Vordell induced ern, 80; Southern, '57; Pacific coast and TerJn' this country. To
Corn— Mixed ..................... .53 O .54
one of Lancia'S daughters, aged about 18 ritories, 17; Canada and Provinces, 27. ... . Oats— No. ........... ......... . .43 at .44
dler in his youth, and Ooimnodore Van- bo sure, the contagiousness of leprosy
years, to take a short walk with him. As Three murderers paid the penalty of their Ryk. ..............................
.59
derbilt was a deck-hand on»a steamboat is not the rank communicability of the
soon as he thought they were at a sate dis- crimes on the 9th inst, two being Hanged in Pork— Mesa .....................18.00 «f*l8.25
plying between New Brunswick and acute infectious diseases, but that it is
tance he drew his pistol, threatened her New York city and one at Clayton, Ala.
Lard .............................. iox@
CINCINNATL
New York. Jay Gonld, as everybody contagiousto such a degree as to make
with death, and comnutted a brutal outrage
The storm foreshadowedriiyWiggins, Wheat-No. 1 Red ..... ......... „ l.W <9 M0
knows, was a farmer’s boy, and spent "a it unsafe to allow its victims to go in
Corn .............................
• .55 0 .56
the Canadian crank, failed to pan out A Oats. ..............................45 @ .46
large part of hitf early life splitting and out among their fellow-men year
curred, made an outcry over the exposure of
...............
05 @ .67
rails. Jim Keene was an immigrant after year seems to admit of little if
crime Vaidell drew His pistol and made an good many people throughout /the country Rye.
Pork— Mess ...... ............... 18.25 @18.50
assault upon her. At Ms poiat, the father, had prepared themselves for the worst, and Lard ........
boy. Rufus Hateh. was, like Fisk, a any question. ‘ Certainly, the commu.............. 10«^ .11
Mr. Landa, made his appearance, and ordered some were rendered frtSane from fear and
TOLEDO.
peddler, and Daniel Appleton, who nity should give itself the benefit of
the girls into the hottse. Vardell turned apprehension.There was no unusual at- Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... Ml @1.12
founded tho great publishing-hou-e, whatever doubt there may bo in the
58 & .61
upon him, shot HiD^throngh' the heart, and mospherical disturbance, though there were Corn ...........
began life as tfie keeper of a corner case, and isolate the leper rathlt ssly,
Oats— No. 2..
.44 <3 .4f
fired upon hiih again ait he fell HintL Var- local storms in several sections of the
DETROIT.
country, us usual in March. Nonu of them,
dell immediately made his escape in the
grocery shop. All of Ink boys are tall and, as regards leprous immigrants
darkness. Tho Landa family offer a large however, took the form pf a tornado or Flour ................ ..... ..... 4.25 @4.50
and well-formed, and they preserve the forbid tjjierrlanding on our shores.—
Wheat-No.
1 White ............. 1.08 & 1.09
reward for the , murderer. ...Fire swept blizzard Thfere Were sthmg gales and heavy Corn-t-No. 2.., ..................
; .59 @ .60 haughty courage which "distinguished Sew York Medical Journal.
away several business structures at Nash- lain* on the East Atlantic coast On the Oats— Mixed ......................
.40
tho father. The only exception is
T~T
ville, Tcnh, involving a loss estimated at Nova Kcotiau and Npw Brunswick ceasts a PoBK-Mess .................
18.25 @18.75
A Kentucky mule deliberately put
#250,000.
.Sheriff Dixon shdt A. L Johnson heavy gale prevailed, but the damage caused
INDIANAPOLIS.
“Dan” Appleton, who is a Captain in
.....
1.09 @ 1.10
dead in the Oourt House at Texarkana, be- was trifling.A great snow-storm ragod WHIAT— No. 1 Red
the Seventh regiment, and very popu- his head through a crack iu a }>ost and
Corn— No. ............
53 &
fore Judge, jury and auditors.The men had in tho region of Waterloo,Quebec. The
rail fence and stayed there until it
lar ‘among his men. James Watson
Oats—
Mixed
......................
43
@
.44
lo‘S
to
the
Gloucester
fishing
industry,
occaquarreled on the suppression of gambling.
EAST LIBERTY, PA.
sioned by the refusalof fishermen to fro to
Webb, who 1ms more money than peo- choked itself to death. It was probaNear Helena, Ark., the flood over- sea on account of Wiggins’ false prophecy, Cattle— Best .................... 6.00 @ 6,50 ple imagine, was a grocer’s clerk in a blv mortally chagrined to think of its
Fair .....................6.60 <a 6.00
turned a house, and four children were is estimated at not less than #150,000.
Oornmon ................ 6.00 (<# 6.25
country store, and Henry Villard was failure to break the cheek of a blissful
drowned. Six adults were rescued, after
Ten acres in the YellowstoneNa- Hoos ............ ................ 7.10 @ 7.90 a reporter in Washington years ago. book agent.
Sheep .........................
... 3.50 @6.75
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It is a noteworthy fact that

the largest increase was in fiction,

%\k\\i fig Jitm,

the greatest falling off

was

and

in juvenile

books and works on theology and relig-

HOLL AND CITY. MICHIGAN.

ion. The inference would seem to be
that the American people have grown
old enough and good enough to aban-

The Lay crop of 1882 is estimated ai
don
the value of $372,000,000. This ex-

juvenile

and theological literature

Mr. Leonard Hodges, who superin-

by $90,000,000.

tended the tree planting along the St.

An inventor has patented a burglarPaul and Manitoba road, and is also to
The Boston Advertiser
have charge of the same work on the
suggests that a fire-proof grave would
Northern Pacific, advises the planting
have more customers.
of two parall^djeltsof young timber
on
the northern side of the tracks, and
Gov. Alexander H. Stephens
one
belt on the southern side. The
spends his income thrice over in lavish
Southern hospitality, and, although a white willow he has found to be the
bad precedent, it is making the invalid cheapest ami hardiest tree for the purGeorgian popular. Washburne, the pose. A fence of this willow will grow
proof grave.

American Minister at

favorite

on an average height of twelve feet in

Paris,

safety. If a person has a cutting-box,
MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
it pays to run the bedding through the
A member of the Elmira Farmers’ box. In cleaningthe stable the bedding Both1 houses of the Legislature, after a
Club says of orchard grass that no can be easier separated,tlie wot from recess of two days, reconvenedon the 6th Inst.
There was no quorum In the House, and both
other grass is sure to grow from seedthe dry, and the latter saved for use bodies Immediatelyadjourned without the
ing, and none will boar the tramp of
again. And good farmers are now transaction of any business.
feet better. No kind starts quicker in
Senate bills to appropriate public money
hauling their manure immediatelyto
the spring and continues later in the
their fields, and Tong straw in the for the purchaseof looks for the Htato library to
full, and none springs up more rapidly
manure is frequently in the way when amend the DistrictSchool law so hat the School
after grazing. Another member examplowing in the spring. If the bedding Hoard shall have the imwcr to make Its own esined a patch during the late intense
timates and have the disposition of unds raised
is run through the box it obviatesthis
drought, which was green and fresh, difficulty,ami it is easier handled by by taxation for school purposes;amending tno
law relativeto wills on real and jiersonal propwhile timothy adjoining was dried and the shovel. There should bo no doubt erty;
to Incorporatethe Grand Army of tli.*
dead.
of the State, department ami
about using plank floors, but there Republic
subordinate isists were passed by
The State Auditor of Ohio gives the should bo care iu preparing them for the Senate on the Cth, Inst. The House
followingexhibit of the dog tax in that the comfort and safety of tlm .horse. If passed Senate bills charterlmtSprlhfport and
Menominee, In the House, an animateddisState
yon do not, and your horse is lame in iv cussion arose on the question of Kivlnir the
Number of sheep killed by dogs ....... 31,982 hip, weak in the small of the back, do citizens of Saginaw City permissionto bond the
Value of same ..........................
$119,677.36
city for $PX»,ooo for the purpose of boll din? a
Number of sheep Injured by dogs ..... 30,0*3 not call it your misfortune, but your Court Honsc. The discussionwas startedby
Value of same ....................
..... $ 50, 4:14.41 carelessness. What a terrible lying some of the labor reformers,who desiredto
Total damage claimed ..................176,111.79
there is in attributing many of the make a test question of It. The pnqHisition
Amount of jier-eapitatax on dogs colwas to submit the bond questionto all the
lected .....................
3Cfi,ni2.61 failuresand mishaps on the farm to electors ju tho city Instead of the propMnount paid for sheep killed .......... 8H, fill. 14 luck and misfortune. — Des Moines erty-owners and taxpayers. It excited a
Amount paid for sheep Injured ........ 38,098.19
warm dehnto and was finally killed by
Total damage p«ld .....................
126,905.33 Register.
56 to 15. In the afternoon another violent cyTransferredto school fluid ............101,812.63
clone was evoked by hrlnalnK up in commltteo
Balance In treasury of dog tax .........137,599.63
of the whole tho bill to make the Howell comHOUSEKEEPERS’ HELPS.
I

f

:

’.

President Chaduourne, of the Masyears from the time of planting sachusetts Agricultural College, says:
used to waste $5,000 on a single entertainment at the Legation, and he left the cuttings. The soil, however, “It is plain that farming will not take
its true place, nor farmers have that inFrance poorer than when he went lias to be prepared for planting by harfluence in the Government of our land
rowing, and sometimes the prairie soil
there.
which they ought to have, until they
is so bad that two or three years' must
their place with other professions,
A St. Louis printer of posters for be spent in preparing it, but the result take
not only as men of power and practical
circuses and theatricalcompanies sought
ability, but as men of learning and cultis thought to be worth the labor. Othto injure a Chicago rival by calling him
ure. Those who claim that the farmer hardy trees recommendedfjr the
a “Jonah,” which is the showman’s purpose above mentioned are the box- er’s life forbids this result have never
yet fully appreciatedthe farm as a place
word for a person who brings bad luck
elder, the cottonwood and the green for study and thought as well as for
to anything in which he is concerned.
.
forty

ash.

he

set forth elaborately

work.”

pilation of the laws admissibleas evidence In
the courts. . This was regarded «s sn enteiiiiKwcdire for another bill to purchase the Imoks
for the use of tho State courts, county ’ officers, etc., and was fouuht most vigorously.

Venison.— Boil till tender, with sufficient water to keep from burning;
when done put in some butter, pepper
and salt; let it brown in the kettle; it
retains all the flavor of the meat.

#

Roth houses had short sessions on tho forerioon.ofthe 7th, and adjourned to

Stewed Celery.— Clean the heads

j

the DemocraticMate Convention. In the Henate, the followinR itasaed on third reading:Authorizim? Saginaw city to borrow money to

thoroughly ; take off the coarse, green
leaves, cut in small pieces and stew in
a little broth ; when tender, add some
rich cream, a little flour, and butter
enough to thicken the cream ; season
with pepper, salt and a little nutmeg,
if that is agreeable.

build a Court House; incorporatingRanoroft,
Shiawasseecounty. In tho House, a number of
Iietitions upon various subjects were presented,
and a bill relativeto public Instruction and primary schools was laid on the table.
On the meeting of the Senate on the 8th

A
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_

,

5

;

,

.

began:

,

'

‘

.

Build with brick. During navigation cording to Baron Kolb, reach -eight surfiwo, ovi the| comitUue Ag of
“Then you lay low. A sick man over
two ftttftlfo'fombined
with good'
here has dreamed three times runuiug
twenty-two steamboatscatry freight to times Tound the globe, although it is
but little over Ran a century sin the takeJTjetlmps,a wider Vange thaii any of finding the richest silver mine in the
this remote city, and ijhe,* vplume #o{
ftysV fai^ qy’ Wbrked by steam ! was two articles. — Wes tern Ayriculturint. world,, aud I’ll get all the direction* as
business there justifies ft Chamber of opened between Darlington and Stockto how to find it for $500 cash down.”
Commerce and mammott biickd)ioa|sf
The offer was not accepted, and
oats, sawdust or tanbark for bedding, a within a few hours a second party hftd
The 3,000 gotik ^ ^iOnobtf^ij
plank floor is the best that can be de- a “find" on hjirtd thAt fus brotl^er had
ness must enjoy a peace tint passeth
tjie existenceof railways, there was one vised for a horse. Earth floors have dreamed out > The tliird ’ man wanted
been liighly commended, but they con- to sell his father's drqjinwfor $200, and
stantly get out of eider— uneven, and the fourth had a areftm of his own to
whereas between 1835 and 1875, here even, damp and disagreeable-—so much s<*ll for spot cash. When the fifth one
Including new editions,there were' .^as but one in 5, it 8, 890 killed, and one so that no care er device can keep them
liegdii negotiations thb New* Yorker cut
published in this country last year 8,472 m 580,450 wounded; so that we
in proper condition. A bare plank him short witB
floor, however, is not only disagreeable - “8ay, don’t do it; ^ou are the, fifth
new hooks. So says fhe PUtilishqrf infer that the tendency to acciden
yearly diminishing. Railway traveling to the horse, but dangerous. When man who has tried the (dream business
Weekly Of these the works of fiction
in England is attended with greater a horse lies down, it requires considera- on me this week. Don’t you do anynumbered 767; theology and religion, risk than in any other country in ble effort for him to rise again, and, if the
thing but dream out here?”’
876; juveniles, 278; education and lan- Europe. A French statisticianobservee plank floor is wet, it is almost impossi“Well, there’s a good deal of dreamguage, 221; medical science, 188; de- that, if a person were to live continually ble for him to obtain a safe foothold to ing around this locality,” placidly anscription and travels, 185; biography, in a railway carriage, and spend all his aid him* in rising. In tliis way horses swered the man— “in fact, too much of
time in railway traveling, the chances are frequently strained, and probably it. If some of the boys don’t quit the
184; poetry and the drama, 182; literof his dying from a railway accident injured for life. It is important, there- business I reckon I’ll have to go back
ary history and miscellany, 155; his- would not occur till he was 960 years fore, that horses have ample bedding, to salting up mines and selling oat to
tory 118; and social and politicalsci- old.
not only for their comfort but their Chinamen.”— IKa/f Street News.

.
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the presidingofficer, Lieut. Gov. Crosby,
announced that in honor of tho memory of Gov.
Alex. H. Stephens,deceased,and in respectto
the sisterState of Georgia, he had ordered the
Hag above the Senate Chamber to hang at halfmast to-day, the day of Mr. Stephens' funeral.
A remonstrance was presented against legalInst,

!

”

accommodate

those who wished to witness the proccedlmtsof

A good way to feed bees in winter is
Broiled Chicken.— Split down the
correspondent f the North- to prepare a sirup of two pounds of
that to use printing from the Chicago
back;
pound lightly; put on the gridwater to four pounds of A or C sugar.
concern was sure ruin. He has been China Herald maintains that the exiron ; lay a tin baking-pan over the
port of Indian opium to China is a Heat the water to the boiling point be- chicken ; set on the pan a flatiron— the
sued for damages.
fore adding the sugar. Cool anil fill
great blessing to China, because it lias
weight will hold the bird in place and
glass tumblers with the thick sirup, tie
Tom Creamer, the New York city been “steadily and certainly driving na- over the tops, and turn one upside keep in the juices. Chicken cookedjin
this way will be tender and eat well
Senator and millionaire, made both by tive opium out of the market, lessening down'over each hfile in the top of the
warm or cold. Serve with hot applfc
hives.
This
for
the
old-fashioned
hive.
the tjiiovesof the Tweed regime, made its consumption,pushing the poppy
sauce.
For the movable frame h\ve lay some
his only recent appearance in a public, further and further inland, and so has
Delicioussherbet is made of canned
bits of comb in the surplus chamber
assembly in that city before the Toombs been wresting the land from poppy cul- and pour the feinip over them and the pineapple ; to one can of pineapple alcourt a dirty, drunken vagrant,and was tivation, and freeing an ever-increasing bees will look after it at tlmir leisure. low one pint of sugar and one heaping
table-spoonful of gelatine; chop the
sent up as such. The earnestly-asked acreage for the growth of other crojis. Examine glasses and combs frequently,
and fill up with sirup as needed. Feed pineapple till it is very fine, add the
question of the Hon. Mr. Tweed, Indian opium, coming under the law of
juice from the can and the sugar, soak
weak swarms late at evening.
“What are you going to do about it?” ‘the survival of the fittest,’ will forco
The “farm cow” must be good for the gelatinefor an hour or more, until
native opium to disappear, and with it
dissolved, in cold water; stir tliis in
has been tolerably well answered.
milk, butter, qheese and beef. To get
the cultivationof the poppy, so that, her we need a grade Short-horn. The with the pineapple. Let it stand until
Jefferson Davis says that while lie instead of being an unmitigated curse, higher the grade the better, and must cold. It may be served with cake and
ices at the close of supper.
was Secretary of War Hiram Powers, Indian opium is doing good work. It be so fed and cared for as to produce a
A new way, to many cooks, to pregood growth, without excess of fat,
in designing the statue of the Goddess of
is the fierce antidote that kills the
bred so as to drop her first calf at about pare sausages for the table is to hake
Liberty now on the Capitol at AYashing- deadly poison; and, after having ac2 years of age, the calf to be taken them. Do not make an objection to
ton, placed on the head a “liberty cap.” complished a double mission in ludia from her and she milked and kept in this way of cooking them until you
*To this cap,” adds Davis, “I objected, by supporting the introductionof Chris- milk as long as possible. Our pastures have tried it once, and then I predict
that you will not think of so doing.
because it'was among the Romans the tian rule, and in China by freeing the 'should be well drained, with abundance
of good grass and pure water. Our Put them in a baking- tin, turning them
badge of an emancipated slave and as the soil from the incubus of a harmful
stables should he warpi arid feed liberal. when necessary, just as if you were frypeople of the United States were born growth, Indian opium will disappear .Corn meal, bran and oil meal, with ing them. Brown them well; they are
freemen it was held to be inappropriate before the moral, regeneration of the good hay, excellent. It may be profit- less greasy than if fried, and are altoable to feed some grain the year gether more delicate in every way. If
to its. Mr. Powers yielded to the ob- millions of England and China.”
through. It is generallybest to "sell possible, apples in some form should
jection and designed a headdress of
The mother of a young Baltimore cream, but the home dairy may produce always accompany sausage or pork of
feathers for the figure. This was acany kind to the table.
the best grade of butter. — Hosier.
merchant of great wealth, married to a
cepted.
Boiled Goose.— Dress and singe,
'• Wolf teeth have nothing to do with
beautiful wife', had her mind much dishorses’ eyes, nor have their eyes with put in a deep dish, cover with boiling
The solar eclipse of next May covers turbed at the moment of her great elathe teeth. There are two ways, or milk and leave over night. In the
a vast extent of the South Pacific, but
tion over the birth of a red-haired, means, by which horses are injured by morning wash off the milk and put the
includes only two small islands, Caro- handsome,dimpled.grandsQ^iby the re- quacks in trying to cure ophthalmia. goose into cold water on the fire; when
line and Flint. The former is about ceipt of the • following letter: “Youi One is by knocking or pulling out wolf boiling hot take it off, wash it in warm
water dry with a cloth. This process
ten miles in circumference,and is in- son’s wife is a nigger. Ho married o teeth, and the other is by cutting the
haw out of the eye. They call it takes cut tlm oil. Fill the body with a
habited by thirty natives of tW MulaV nigger. I am her grandmother, and anj
“hooks.” They gouge at the haw and dressing of bread crumbs seasoned with
race and one white man. The latter is what they call a mulatto. You would cut it outr, never knowing that it is the pepper, salt, butter and. two chopped
only means provided the horse with onions, if relished, and a little sage. Put
five or six milqg in circumference,and
tliiuk she is white like your folks, but
the goose into cold water and boil gent-,
uninhabited.Both are out of the beat- she ain’t/ If you don’t believe me come which to clear dust, flies or any foreign
body out of the eye. One eminent ly. Serve with giblet sauce and with
en track of ships. Two French expe- and see me. I send my address.” She
writer in England says, “The quack pickles.
ditions are being equipped— one to ob- proceeded to investigate the case, and who would treat the* dumb brute so
Sweet potato cake is not only an apserve the eclipse at Caroline island and found the statements true. Confront- cruelly should- lie compelled to walk petizing dish, but this is an excellent
the other at Flint. The British will ing the wife with the proofs the wife against the wind on rough, stony ground way to use up left-over potatoes : Mash
ou a dusty surface, with his hands tied a half a pound of them, .after removing
send a party to Caroline.
confessed to her husband that there behind his back.” I aay send him to the skin ; when entirqly free from
was a slight drop of African blood in the penitentiaryfor a few years, and lumps, mix with them about three
It is rumored, in spite of his asserher veins. Her grandmother was a mu- then brand him upon the cheek with ounces of flour, salt and pepper to taste,
tions to the contrary,that Gen. Sherthe picture o'f an eye. — Indiana a good lump of butter, and warm milk
latto; her grandfatherwhite; so was
Farmer.
enough to make a nice dough, about
man has no desire to go on the retired
her father. The grandmotherwas adBran and Oil Cake Feed.— Experi- like biscuit dough. Roll this out on
list. Petitions for his retention in the
dicted to gambling, and had, under ence in feeding stock in winter, especially the kneading-board, and cut out a cake
service are going forward from various
threat of exposing her, obtained large if closely stabled, shows the value of the size of your baking tin butter the tin
sections, and a sentimentis to be worked
sums from the young wife* which were oil-meal and bran as a rich, healthy well, anil scatter a Tityle flour over it;
aud nutritiousfood. A quart of the then lay the cake in;' when you think ty
up wh eh it is expected will induce
spent in Tow dives and policy shops., ground oil-cake, morning and ‘evening,
is nearly done, turn it over. r If the botCongress to amend the Retirement bill
Harassed by the reproaches of her hus- in bran or other ground fi'ed, foil dry tom of the oven is very hot, put a grate
so as to except Shermpn fron\ its proband for spending so much more money or in mush, gives a desirable variety of under the baking tin to prevent the
visions. Congress might as well have
than she could account for, the grand- feed that makes a thrifty growth in all cake getting too much browned. . ,TJb«
the stock. The oil-meal, ground from danger of .burning is IcsHened if, inleft him out in the first place. It takes
clnugliter refused to furnish; the old
rich oil cake, is becoming a popular stead of one cake, you cut the dough in
a great deal to get any Ohio man out of
wrftah with any mote ‘funds.* Her re- feed for all kinds of stock — cattle, biscuit-shaped cakes about two inches
office, and nothing but Omnipotence
venge was the letter written to the 1ms- horses* akicp .iuuL Logs.. The. Euu>- thick. If covered while baking, the
can do it if the Ohio man’s name hapband’s mother, who had originally op- pean stock farmers prizp this oil-meal cakes will be more moist. These cakes
pens to be Sherman^
as the richest and best stock feed to be can ho made of other potatoes an well
J
posed the husband’s choice, as the girl
had, and they take all our surplus. On as of the sweet ones..
The “isolated city of the great was employed in a fashionableglove this subject the Stock Journal says:
Too Much Dreaming.
Northwest” Is up the Missouri river establishment,and was of unknown an- “As a ride, a combination of wheat bran
and
oil-cake meal will accomplish more
A New Yorker who spent several
1,200 miles beyond Bismarck, away tecedents.The husband is inclined to
in maintaining a lot of closely-stabled
from any railroad, hemmed|m by mount- stand by his wife, but his mother insists breeding and growing cattle stock in a weeks in the Black Hills country mot
with dome rare chances its soon as he
ains, and at this season shut out from upon his beginning a suit for divorce. satisfactorycondition than any other
left Denver. The first party took him
two articleswhatever. Oil-cake meal, aside and
all the world. It bear* the. name of The marriage, however, is legal.
.
while having a laxative tendency if fed
“Suv, stranger, are vou after ffmine?”
Benton, in honor di “Old Bullion,*and
The. Railways of the World
someyjj&L Ubpiully .neverthelessis one
“Well, perhaps.”*
is the magazine of the British NorthThe lines of railwaysin the five divi- of the liest combinations with bran,
“Do you want the biggest ayet'- in the
west. It is a substantial town, because sions of the' earth cost, in round num: \fhen skillfullyhandled,as its mucilage
West?”
lumber is so costly that it is economy to bera* $10,0fiQJK)0,01)0;aiul -Ayould,;ac- and oil jdlay irritation of tlm mucous
“I might 4ke it ” ,

In a circular

:
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and devote themselves to novels.

ceeds the cash value of the cotton crop*

AGRICULTURAL.

izing the reorganization of school district No. 5, In
Ant rim county.Also, n memorial for a ship canal
with one lock, around Niagara falls on the American side. The bill to establish a Hoard of Poor

Commissioners of Wayne county was taken
from the general order and re-referredto the
Committeeon Counties and Townships for
farther amendment Rills passed: To transfer
certain lands from Portage townshipto Franklin
township,In Houghton county: to authorize
Ypsllantt to build a bridge over the Huron river.
The use of the Hall of Representativeswas
grantedto R. R Trevclllok for tho evening. Petitions were received for the submissionof a prohibitory amendment; remonstrance against the
passage of the Poor Commission bill of Wayne
county; remonstranceagainst abolishing the Huperlor Court of Detroit: for consolidation of tho
town of Bradford with the town of Clam Union :
fora new method of taxation upon railroad
property;for a law making ten hours a legal
day's work. The following passed: Authorizing
Greendale,Midland county, to Issue bonds;
. amending charter of Ncgunee. Very brief sessions were held in tho morning, both houses adjourning on accountof the Greenback Convention.

ONthe 0th inst .both honses got into working
trim again, and considerable bUsidcss was trans-

acted. The Senate killed by a most decided vote
the bill to Increase the fees of Sheriffs. It also
killedthe bill to Increase the salariesof the Governor, LieutenantGovernor and all State officers to niore than double the present figures.
Tho Governor communicated his approval of the

acts to provide for compensation of tho
Register of Deeds in Shiawassee county,
aud - also to lnoon>oratcHprlngport.
A bill passed tho Senate to Incorjioratc
Pinckney. A resolution was adopted forming a
special committee to investigate the charges
against the managers of tno Flint Institute for
the Deaf and Dumb, and In relation to disseminating the infectious disease of dinhtberla.Tho
Presidentappointed Senators Hcuston, Fast,
and Relknap as the spot-laicommittee. Roth
houses have passed the bill incorporatingHt,
Ignace. The fill to amend the charter of East
Saginaw’ has also gotten through both Houses.
The House of Representativesadjourned till
Monday night, the adjournmentbeing brought
about by a desire on the part of many to go to
Detroit to sec Langtry. ** "•

Why

Life Is a

Disappointment.

Life is a disappointment, chiefly because those who are starting in it overestimatetheir own strength and underrate that of tiieir competitors.Selfsufficiency and ignorance are the pioneers of defeated expectations. The
looker-onis not disappointed ; it is the
actor who is. Overweening self-confidence refuses to see difficulties ; and
thus the preparation which might overcome them is neglected. The defeat is
crushing because it was deemed impossible.

Presumption

and arrogance have

burned the bridges and left no opportunity to gather the shattered forces by
retreat. There seems to be no help for
these blunders; each generation must
learn for itself. There is a point where
teaching ends and experience begins.
It is this whic]i has set bounds to human
knowledge; no man can take up the
work of another. ' Where it has been
left there it must remain. The father
can not give or bequeath the child his
expurieryo os lie can bis property.
Men may vaunt themselves os they
will, but there is a limit to their powers
and that very limit seems in some cases
to have been readied in one man.
fcihakspeare and Bacon have no successors. No man has been able to take
Uj) their work where they left 'it. So
;

far us

men

a efforts are

concerned their

works are completed. As they

left

them, so they remain. No man has yet
appeared who can equal what they have
done, much less improve upon it. As
far gs we know, tbeytreached the limit
of man’s power in the direction in

which they taught. The child must
mistake the road just os the parent
mistook it, and learn which is the
right road only when too old and weary
to walk in it. And* perhaps, it is well
that it is so. The wisdom of age and
the forins bl youth cannot be joined in
beauty.
Could the yVmng know their true
•

ami fdrosee the difficulties
they have to encounter, they .would not
f&4 by the way, bqt xyouhl faint in the
beginning. Favorable circumstances
Iiear men on to fprtune to a greater exterit than the successfulare willing to
admit. In my own profession those
who have achieved success in the early
part of their career have fallen heir to
the practice of a father or a preceptor.
The inheritor of a practice is a whole
generation ahead of him who is the
founder of one.
strength,

There are nearly 7,000 commonschool houses in Kentucky, or about
one for every six square miles.

s-1'

new

large Invoice Qf
March

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS,

Saiurday, March

Editor.

Holland, Monday, March. 5, 1888.
There being no quorum present Board
adjourned to Monday evening, March 12.

1883.

17,

Proposals for Building: an
Engine House and Common Council Rooms.

Holland, Mich., March 12,1882.
Board met pursuant to adjournment and
City of Holland, Michigan, ?
$20,000 to elect a United States Senator. was called to order by the president, Mr.
March 1,
' 1888 f
It also cost private individualsmany I. Cappon.
Sealed proposals will be received by the
Members present:— I. Cappon, P. H. Mcthousands of dollars.
Common Council of the City of Holland,
Bride, G. J. Kollen.E. J. Harrington,and
until 6 p. m. Wednesday,March 21, 1888:
United States Senater-elect, Palmer, I. Fairbanks.
For furnishing all the labor and materThe minutes of the last meeting were
was born In Detroit in 1839. He Is a gen- read and approved.
ials necessary to construct and fully comtleman well known throughout the State
The Committee on Claims and Accounts plete the erections of a two story brick
building with Hose Tower, to be used for
especially in politicalcircles, a gentleman presenting a report favoring the allowing
an Engine House and Common Council
of the followingbills.
of commanding presence, a fluent speaker
W. H. Rogers Printing ............ $2 20 Rooms, to bo built on the south side of
and a person who will make himself felt Eremers & Bangs, paints .......... 8 78 Eighth street, on the East 52 feet of lot
5, block &5, City of Holland. Plans and
at Washington.
H. D. Post, Boeks and Stationery.. 18 11
specificationsto be seen at the City Clerk’s
R. Ranters & Sons, Hardware ...... 4 58 80
£. J. Harrington,brooms and oil. . 8 06 Office.
Below is a list of the improvmenU on
Proposals must be addressed to the
—Accepted and bills allowed.
Common
Council of the City of Holland,
northwesternlakes and rivers, showing the
The followingbills were presented and
indorsed ‘‘Proposals for Building Engine
probableamount that will remain unex- allowed by the Board:
House,’’ and be accompanied with tha
pended on each June 80, 1883, and the pro- Volkert De Vries, shoveling snow. . $2 00 names of two responsible persons as
W.
Rozenboom,
1 25
bable date at which the appropriations
W. 11. Rogers, printing order books 8 50 sureties, in au amount equal to the cost of
will be exhausted on works which cannot
H. D. Post, Insurance ............. 00 00 the building.
be indefinitelycontinued: Improving The Visiting Cora, reported progress The Common Council reserves, the
right to reject any and all bids.
harbor at Ontonagon,$10,000y August in the school as satisfactory.—Accepted.
Geo. H. Sipp, City Clerk.
The Superintendentreported for the last
81, 1888; at Marquette $7,000; December
month.— Accepted and filed.
1, 1883; harbor of refuge at Grand Marais,
A communicationfrom John Cochran,
$64,000; December 1, 1883; New Buffalo, asking to be released from his agreement
^dwtt<iement<s.
$5,000; Charlevoix.$1,000; December 1, to deliver 50 cords of wood, on account of
the bad roads, was laid before the Board
1883; Frankfort, $1,000; Portage Lake
and his request granted. The president
$800; December 1; 1883; Manistee, $1,150; and secretary were authorized to settle and
December 1, 1883; Grand River, $5,900; pay for the amount of wood delivered,
August 2, 1888; Black Lake, $500; which is about 22^ cords.
A communication was received and laid
December 1, 1883; St. Joseph, $1,800;
before the Board from Nisom Kelley, who
December '1,1888; Lake. Huron, $20,000; offets to deliver 75 cords of good green
December 1, 1883; Saginaw river, $75,000 body beech wood, 4 feet long, at $4.00 per
December 1, 1883; Hay lake Channel, cord, and deliver the same at the schoolyard on or before the 15th day of June,
Sault Ste. Marie river. $150,000, Decem1883.— Accepted.
ber 1, 1888. The following is the list
Moved and supportedthat the Superinof works of which the appropria- tendent be directed to dismiss the school
tions will be exhausted June 30, 1883: in any of the rooms, whenever the temperature of the rooms cannot be at least
Ludington,.Pentwater,
White River, Mus65 degrees.— Carried.
kegon, Grand Haven, Saugatuck, South
Moved and supported that the attention
Haven, Cheboygan, Au Sable, ice harbor of the Superintendentbe called to the temperature of each room, and that the temof refuge at Belle River, Clinton river. Deperature of said rooms be kept as uniform
troit river harbor at Monroe.
as may be.— Carried.
Moved and supported that the janitor
Mr. Rodney Hunt, the much esteemed, be requested to visit each room and note
ACT AS
faithfuland efficient yard-master of the G. the temperature at 10 o'clock, a. m. and
R. & I. met with a paintul accident this 2 p. m., on each day that the schools are
morning, a little after eight o'clock. in session,and continue the same for the
While engaged in rope switching in the next two weeks, and report the result at
and strengthening
And by cleansing,regulating, ar
yard south of the warehouse Mr. Hunt the next meeting of the board.- Carried.
the organs of digeslton, ipcrwMand absorption,
A communication from J. C. Post, Esq.,
was in some way caught between the rope
and the flange of a car-wheel; his left leg in relation to a judgment in favor of
Low Spirits, Indigestionor Dyspepsia, Headache,
was pinched, quite a large flesh wound in- Manly D. Howard et al and against the
Constipation,
Fevers,Malariaand Contagion,Fever
flicted, the small bones of the leg broken, Public Schools of the city of Holland was
and Ague, Diarrhcea.Dropsy, Colds, Rheumatism,
and his foot considerablybruised. Mr. received and the same was accepted and Neuralgia,Gout. Female Weaknen, WndiyWeorders, and ail krefriarititeof tho Spleen,
Hunt has been an employe on the road placed on file.
Moved and supportedthat the President Stomach, Bladder and Bowels.
several years,. was a wneral favorite,and
sympathy with his injuriesis very univer- appoint a committee of three to examine
sal. It is only the 18th of February un- and report upon the matter set forth in the
PrtwsMOto.ru.fcm,
|1. •wUS* fcUU««jA4fc—
fortunately that he allowed his accidental statementof J. C. Post.— Carried. The
policy to elapse, and is thus deprived of a President appointed as such committee,
Registration Notice.
of great ser- E. J. Harrington,P. H. McBride, and the
maintaioance that would -be of
It cost the State of Michigan about

"3.

To the Electors of the City of Holland :
Notice la hereby given that the animal charter
City of Holland,-----will be
held onelection for
-------Monday, the Second day of April, in the aeveral
wards of said city at the places designated by the

follows:

Common Council, as
In the First Ward,

of
GOODS,

,

Higgins.

rooms.

_

our intention to preaenl the finest

It ia

In the Third Ward, at the Common Connell stock

_ DRY

.
In the Fourth Ward, at the residence of Geo. H.

NOTIONS,
HATS

At said election the following offleersare to be
Elected, and question voted upon :

STATE OFFICERS.

and

CAPS,

that has ever been shown in our

Two

Justices of the Supreme Court
Also, two Regents of the University.

store.

CITY OFFICERS.
One Mayor in the place of W. H. Beach, whose
term of office
ofll
expires.
Our stock of
One Supervisor in the place of Kommer Schaddelee, whose term of office expires.
One City Clerk In the place of Geo. H. 81pp,
whose term of office expires.
One City Treasurerin the place of Cornelias
Lnndaal. whose term of office expires.
One City Marshal In the place of Edward Van iss been greatly replenished
pell, whose term of office expires.
Dll
One Justice of tne Peace In the place of Gerrlt ilete in every detail.
Van Schelveu,whose term of office expires July

GROCERIES

“

1883.

4,

ld<

Two

School Inspectors, full term, in place of
• - Patrick H. McBride and Isaac Fairbanks,
whose
term of office expires.
One School Inspector, two years, In the place of
WilliamH. Parks, resigned.

WARD

and

is com*

Everyone should see our Goods,

OFFICERS.

and

learn our prices, before

pur-

chasing elsewhere.

For the First Ward.— One Alderman In the place
John A. Ter Vree, whose term of office expires ;
and one ConstableIn the place of Jacob A. Van
Z-jcreu., whose term of office expires.
For the Second Ward.— One Aldermanin the
place of John Beukema. whose term of office ex
nires,and one Constable In the place of John Van
Den Berg, whoso term of office expires.

of

For the Third Ward.— One Alderman In the
place of Pieter Winter, whose term of office expires; and one Constable In the place of Edward
Vaupell, whose term ol office expires.
For the Fourth Ward.— One Alderman, full terra,
in the place of Jacob Kulte, whose term of office
expires; one Alderman,for one year, in the place
of Jelte Rcldscma,resigned, and one Constable in
the place of Pieter Braam, whose term of office ex
piree.

PROPOSITION.
On

the question of Bonds for Water Works,
“For the Issue of the Bonds,"or “Against the Issue of Bonds," as the case may be.
GEO. U. SIPP, CUV Clerk.

GREAT

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., March

15,

1883.

AYER’S PILLS.
A

large proportionof the diseases which

human suffering resnlt from derangement of the stomach, bowels, and liver.
Ayer’s Cathartic Pills act directly upon

cause

these organs, and are especially designed to
cure the diseases caused by their derange-

ment, including Constipation,Indigestion, Dyspepsia,Headache, Dysentery,
and a host of other ailments, for all of
which they are a safe, sure, prompt, and
pleasant remedy. The extensive use of these
Pills by eminent physicians In regular practice, shows unmistakablythe estimation In
which they are held by the medical profession.

These Pills are compoundedof vegetable
substances only, and are absolutely free from

PURirfTHEM)

Reduction

lARTCOM™

IN PRICES!
I

have

calomel or any other injurious ingredient.

a large stock of

PRESS GOODS
GROCERIES,
HATS, CAPS,

a severe sufferer from Headache, and vour
Pills are the only thing 1 could look to
for relief. One dose will quicklymove ray
bowels and free my head from pain. They
are the most effective and the easiest physio
I have ever found. It is a pleasure to me to
speak in their praise, and I always do so
when occasion offers.
W. L. PAOR, of W. L. Page & Bro.”
Franklin St, Richmond,Va., June 3, 1882.

“I have used Aykr’s Pills in number-

J.T. Hayes.”

BOOTS, SHOES.

Mexla, Texas, Jane

DRY GOODS,
CLOTHING,

ago Secretary.

A Suffererfrom Headache writes :
“Ayer’b Pills are invaluable to me, and
are my constant companion. I have been

less instances as recommendedby you, and
have never known them to fail to accomplish
the desired result. We constantly keep them
on hand at our home, and prize them as a
pleasant, safe, and reliable family medicine.
FOR DYSPEPSIA they are invaluable.

—--consisting

Notice Is hereby given that the Board of Regisoftbe City of Holland, will meet at the folMoved and supported that the school tration
Mr. Hunt had his shoulderinjured by the
lowing places in said city on Saturday, the 81st
term
close
the
last
Friday
of
this
i, March lit.
day or March, A. D. 1883, between the hours of
cits.— Kalamazoo telegraph
month, and that there be a vacation the week eight o’clock, a. m. and eight o'clock, p. m., for
Mr. Hunt will be rememberedby our
the purpose of completingthe lists of qualified
following.— Carried.
voters of the several wards of said cltv:
people here as having occupied the posiMoved and supportedthat the President In the First Ward, at the rooms of Columbia Ention of conductor on the Grand Haven appoint a committee of one to act with the gine Co. No. 2, (Ranters’ basement.)
In the Second Ward at the photographgalleryof
on Claims and
road for a considerable period. We hope secretary and the
B. P. Higgins.
Accounts in the settlement with the city
In the Third Ward, at the store of Boot &
his many friends in this vicinity will reor three years

Spring Goods.

at the rooms of Columbia
Engine Co. No. *, (Ranters’ Basement)
In the Second ward, at the photographgallery
of B. P.
M

.....

now. Two

«•

the

“ "

vice to him

1883.

8,

and

on

17,

1882.

The Rev. Francis B. Hahlowe, writing
from Atlanta. Oa., says: ‘‘For some years
past I hare been subject to constipation,*
from which, in spite of the use of medimedlcines of various kinds, I suffered increasing

am

I

prepared,

and

will sell

goods as

cheap or cheaper, than any house west of

Com.

inconvenience,until some months ago 1
began taking Ayer’s Pills. They have
entirely corrected the costive habit, and
have vastly improved my general health.’’
Ayer’b Cathartic Pills correct irregularitiesof the bowels,stimulatethe appe-

Detroit.
tite and digestion,and by their prompt and
treasurer,— Carried. The President ap- Kramer.
thorongh aetion give tone and vigor to the
member that "one good turn deserves pointed as much committee Prof. Kollen.
In the Fourth Ward, at the realdence of Geo. H.
whole physical economy.
Sipp.
anothet5' and will interest themselvesin The time and place for such settlement
Liberal Reduction on Large Sales.
J. A. TER VREE.
prepared by
being fixed on the 16th instant at the office
his behalf.
E. J. HARRINGTON,
of the secretary,at one o'clock P. M.
JOHN BEUKIMA,
Dr.J.C.Ayer&Co.,
Lowell, Mass.
Call and see
new stock before
GEO. N. WILLIAMS,
On motion adjournedto March 19tb,1883,
Sold by all Druggists.
PEITER WINTER,
buying.
Out and Around,
at the usual hour.
JOHN KRAMER,
L
CAPPON,
President.
JACOB KUITE,
Mr.O. Shaw, of Allegan county, lost all
AU experience the wonderful
JELTE RIBD8EMA.
L Fairbanks,Secretary.
YOUNG,
beneficial effects of
power of speach four years ago, during
Board of Registration of the City of Holland.
OLD, AND
Dated, Holland, Michigan, March 1, A. D. 1888.
Rev.
Walter
M.
Barrows,
Secretary
Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla.
illness. Recently, during another illness,
for
or Goods.
MIDDLE- Children with Sore Eyes, Sore
of the American Home MissionarySocieit returned to him.
Sars, or any scrofulous or syphty, New York, who was for five years
AGED.
JOHN 8. GARRIGU8.
nay bo made healthy and strong
Last Monday fire at Nunica, dessroyed pastor of the CongregationalChurch, Salt
Bosnian's Old Store, opposite Post-Office, by its use.
Lake
City,
Utah,
says
of
the
new
book,
the general merchandise store of William
Sold by all Druggists ; $1, six bottles for 65.
adjoiningMehs’ Hardware Store.
Boyd and the boot, shoe, and haroesa shop "The Women Mormonism:” "It shows
the true inwardness of the Mormon sysLost,
of Charles Rahn. Mr. Boyd’s loss is
Holland,
5tem better than any other book published.
Just published, new editionof Dr. Culver$3,000; insured for $3,100. Some of the It will do good service in arousingthe
well’s CblibratedEssay on the radical care of
occupants of the rooms above the store people and inducingthem to put in opera- Spermatorrhoeaor 8 -mlnal Weakness, Involunation those agenciesnecessaryto redeem
had a narrow escape from death.
Utah and bring it into harmony with our
— OF
The dead body of a man waa found by Christian civilization." Agents wanted.
by Belf-indnlgence,or sexual extravagance. Ac,

my

Farmers Produce wanted
Cash

MANHOOD
How

How

Mich.

Restored!

itTZErw

1

stock:

FROM

—

some boys

in Plaater creek, a email

stream

just south of Grand Rapids on last Wednes-

day. The

corpse was lodged

among

float-

had evidently lain in the
water two or three montha. The remain*
have not yet been identified, but are believed to be those of Jacobus Otte, an
ing debrla, and

aged Hollander, who disappeared from his

home

C. G. G. Paine,

The celebrated antbor, In this admirable essay,
clearly demonstratesfrom a thirty yeara' successful practice, thst the alarming consequencesof
self-abuse may be radicallybored: pointing ont a
Card,
mode of core at once almple. certainand effectual,
On behalf of the Soldiers' Union we de- by means of which every snfferer,no matter what
his condition may be, may core himself cheaply.
•ire to express our thanks to Prof. E. Potprivately and radically.
ter, and the young ladies and gentlemen
This Lcctore should be In the hands of
who to kindly assistedhim, for tarnishing every yonth and every man InYhe land.
Sent
under seal, in a plain envelope,to any adthe uasic on the occasion of our recent redress. post paid, on receipt of six cents or two
Com. or Akbanoemknts.
postage stamps- Address
Publisher, Detroit, Mich.

Canada and brought

ifyerial ^oticoi.

Auction Sale.

State Prison on the same evidence that Be-

now

Oh

I will aeil at public

refused to act upon.

the 8th

in a state of Intoxication,

and

while in

on

his

yean

old.

that condition committed rape
motherless child, a girl 12
Laurence threatened

deuce, on Friday, March 80th, 1883, my
furniture;also, 1 organ, 1 mare,
5 yean old, 2 bugglea, 1 cutter, barnesa,
Ac. Credit: nine months with approved
security will be given on all sales of ten
dollan and over.
Ladies are invited to be present. Sale
to begin at 10 o'clock, a. m.

T. E.

to kill the child If abe

any ene what had happened. For
nearly two montha the little girl waa kept
told

the attention of

HEROLD,

G. J. H

AVERKATE,

Ward Grocery House

COR. EIGHT A FISH

STREETS,

and Is preparedto serve the public with ever
thing that pertains to a first-class

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

NOTICE.

The Board of School Examiners of Ottawa Co.,
will meet to examine applicants to teach in the
public schools of said county, at the following
places and time:
and
CoopenvIUe, March 98. 1883, at tbe Schoolhonse. A large and elegant stock of FINE Ladles
Gentleman’sShoes, Gaiters and 81 ppert,
Grand Haven. March 30, 1088.
Zeeland, April f, 1883, at tha Schoolhonse.
Examinationswill commence promptlyat 0 a. m
-to:Testimonials of good moral character required.
- By order of the Board,
JAB. F. ZWIMER. Sec’y.
Sfriro Lakb, Jan. 31, 1838.

CALL AND SEE US.

G. J.

DUBEN.

VAN

Wm.

VAN DIR VBBRB

J

I.

GROCERY

Cily

Meat

GJ. VAN

DUREM

MarltBl

Store

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.
GIVE HE A CALL.

Fish.

Don’t forget the place No. 191, Eighth street,

BEHOLD.

Bollard, Mich., April M,

Bollard, Mich., Sept. 1.1800.

auction at my real

of January last a thing bouMhold

named Webater Lanreooe returned tohla
home in Tallmadge township, this county,

E.

CO.,
41 Ann St., New York, N. Y.; PostoAce Box 450.

cor.

to thii county, tried, convicted tod soot to

gole

First

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL

of

in

lustrecelvedst

union.

Holland Township Caucus.
Notice is hereby given that a caucus for
Got. Begole refused to graut the re the township of Holland will be held at
quired requisition papers for the Ottawa the Town-house,in said Township,on
county forger, Harry Ross, arrested iu St. Friday, the 90tb day of March, A. D. 1888,
at 1 o'clock, p. m., for the purpose of
Paul, Minn., and SheriffVaupell returned
nominatingcandidates for the aeveral
home last week without his game. What Township Officers. At said caucus a sog.ounds our governor had for wanting to called "double ticket" will be made. By
Many Voters.
turn this well known criminal again request
Dated, Holland, March 17, 1888.
among honest men is more than our peoDoherty, waa found

to call

he has purchasedtha

0T

ligious exeitement.

Rou’s confederate,

The undersigneddesires

tho people of Hollandand vicinityto the fact that

.

last winter while laboring under re-

ple can imagine.

BOOTS & SEOES

A

_
F.

DEN UYL.

1061.

16-1

j.

jiaaa. fall and winter. 1883.
MILLINERY AND

CO., Prop's,

Ladies’

Furnishing Boods.

ANNIS, M. D.
Auctioneer.6-2w

Having

lately

re-opened the “City Meat Market"

Gloves, Collars, Laces,

In the First Ward, we kindly Invite the eltlzens

Notice.

of this dty to fire ns a “call."

•tleot by these threat* bit ah* finally mas-

Notice is
hereby given that tbe Burying
We latend to keep onr market supplied with the
ia berebt
tered up courage enough to tell her grand- Ground Association of uHet kerkhnf eon beat and choicest meats that can be procured.
father about the matter, who immediately Holland^ is to hold an annual meeting at
the rooms of Columbia Fire Engine Cominformed the proper officer who promptly
We make
pany, No. 2, in tbe
Holland, on
- arrested the brute. Last week Friday he
Monday evening, March 19, 1882, at 7:9
was brought before Justice Angel, of o'clock, for tbe purpose of electing officers
Grand Haven who bound him over for and to transact such other business,relating to the business of the corporation,as and can assure our patrons that the Lard purtrial at the next term of the Circuit Court.
chased of us, Is perfectly pure and of fine quality,may properly come before it.
In defaults of ball be is imprisoned in the
K. 8CHADDELEE, Secretary.
O. J. VAN DUREN & CO.
2—
county jail.
Holland, March 8, 1883.
Holland, Mich., Feb. 15, 1883.

Ruches, Conets, Bustles Hoop

Skirt*, H»ir Good*, Knit
Goods, Zephyr, Carfbo*rd,Kmting^8ilk,Fur Trimming,

> Dolmans, Fur

City

A

j

1

lined Circulars.

assortment of tha latest Hats, Bonnels,snd Turbans, Birds
Feathers, and Plumea.Dresa Silk, Satin, Plush Velvet, Crape, etc.
full

lT& s. van den berge,
BJGHITH:

STKEET,

HOLXuft NX>,

MICH

4

j

The

JOTTINGS.

•

Hay’ ye

robbins have made

If you want a good cigar try the Michisalt

gan. For

sale at the City

Bakery.

Mr. C. Kremer, of Kalamazoo, was

St. Patrick was a gintleman jin’ to-day ing the family

Squads of traveling men are coming
and going every day. Spring trade be-

of Mr. P. Costing

"Fourth of Junewyears."

30.

Otto Breyman

See Special Notices.

Married:— In Fremont, March

-Dealer in-

14, by

Rev. Fleming, of the church of the United

visit-

Brethern, Mr. Garret Strovenjans to Miss.

Died:— In

this

week.

will sell all bis house-

hold goods, etc., at public auction on Fri-

gins to boom.

water fish for sale this week.

The

Dr. T. E. Annib

Mrs. I. MglClje, on

last Saturday, a son.

day, Maicb

a stick I dun no ?

Express Agent fireyman had some

ia bis

Born.— To Mr. and

their appear-

ance.

12,

this city, on

Monday, March

Jewelry. Watches,

Geertin Sraoes.

1883, William, the youngestchild of

Mr. and Mrs. John Kramer, age

8

months^

Ex-Senator David Davis, of Illinois,
Hacatawa Park was married on last Wednesday, to Miss

contractor's raised the frame for

DIAMONDS,

List of letters remaining In the Post

March 15, 1888.
the addition to the hotel at
The school examiners will meet at Mrs. C. A. Baker, Miss Dell Corner, Silmvui, FliUnn, ui fue;
Uiii
__
Adeline C. Burr, of Fayetteville,N. C.
Coopersville, March 28, in Grand Haven,
Dingaman Duck, J. R. Early, W. M. Luce,
March 89, and at Zeeland, April 9, to exEditor D. n. Kedsie,' of the Grand
James Saybuck, J. W. Patterson, Jr.
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
It will now be in order for Wiggins to
amine applicants for teachers'certificates.
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
Haven Herald, called on us last Thursday predict that there will be some exceedingWx. Vbrbeek, P. M.
mechanic, who will do the repairingof
__
ly warm weather about the 4th of next
Henry Ebmbyer, of Salem, well known
In the libel suit of Reamelt Koning, of watches, so that our work can be warto many of our citizens, had the misforMessrs. G. Van Putten & Sons have a July.
Ovcrisel, against Don Henderson, of the ranted.
tune this week, to lose three fingers of his
new advertisementin this issue. Don’t
Allegan Journal, which was tried in the
The Chicago and West Michigan Railleft band by coming In contact with a cirfail to read it.
Allegan County Circuit Court last week, All the Goods are warranted
way will be extended to Cadillac,if the
cular
the
jury rendereda verdict of one dollar
Mr. F. 0. Nye received a present last people of that city give a bonus to the
to bejust as represented.
Married.— At Holland, Mich., by Rev. damsges. Before the Judgment had been
Thursday morning. It was a boy who company. The Cadillacers will probably
Thomas Walker Jones, at the psrson^oe of entered Don’s friends took up a collection
weighed fourteen pounds.
"come down."
1 will also kasp on hud a fall Has of
Hope Reformed Church, on MoMay, and paid the Judgment and costs Into
Last Wednesday, the Day of Prayer for
Editor Verwey, of Dt Orondwet, was March 12, 1883, Frank H. White, of Court. Immediately after the trial prothe Crops, was generallyobserved by the in unusually fine spirit last week. We
Kenosha, Wis., to Mary C. Peerebolte, of ceedings were commenced against Koning

week.

Office at Holland Mich.,

M.

morning.

saw. _

Holland Churches of

this city.

learned the cause in the last issue of bis

The Cappon & Bertsch Leather Company have put

a

this

city.

The long uncertainty about the

a daughter.

mastership

"Ethereal mildnesa”— Spring— is
way the Allegan Democrat puts it.
think

it is

the

We

too blasted cold for any such ex-

pressions.

A

bloated inebriate was

carefully

at

post-

pied

by

John Duursema. Look

Mr.

P.

Potter and

ceptable. We congratulate him upon his

his choir of 29 voices at the Soldier's Re-

Wednesday evening is spoken/
the highest praise. Every one ap^

peared well pleased therewith.

We

advise

all

deem

it

well worth reading and keeping.

union, last
of in

copy.

quamegon Bay, and

its

be came to this city to

of postage, except letters which

have

one full raU paid thereon,namely

tliree

M.

which are to be forwarded to subscribers

-

the

understand that Mr. Frank Cutler,

millwrightwho had charge of the

The oldest established Stable

in the

same county where

forwarded is published and

the
in

paper

to

On Market

be

I have the newest

The

State

sons of extended experience, known
ability,

to

understand that these gentlemen have bushels in the third tier; 870,984 bushels
a contract with the W. C. R. R., to in the fourth tier, and 117,878 bushels in

and eminent success. Especial made

sions will be devoted to the discussionof

engaged in selling agriculture!implements, popular character. It is hoped that

all

and, according to all report, is doing well. the teachers of the County will be present

He also owns and operates 820 acres of
land three miles

from

The engineer employed

TH&ibost notable event

of this

week

was the Soldiers’ Reunion, given under
Union, on last Wednesday evening. At

A letter

he lives.

a lithograph of the place.

the auspices of the Holland Soldiers’

at this Institute.

town in which

the

cerning the Hotel, Bay, Scenery, etc., and

while the evening lectures will be of a

is

protection of the Lake Erie Shore of prop-

County an early hour every availableseat in
clerk of Bel- Lyceum Hall was occupied by Soldiers

has been received by

Qlerk of Manistee, from the

and ice since the 1st of
February. During the early part of the
month it was generally well protected by
snow, but

later the

higher portions of tbs

fields

have been bare, and the lower and

more

level parts covered with

water And

ice." The condition of the wheat

fields

in this and Allegan county is indicated by

living at Tiffin, Seneca county, that state.

northern volunteers labored in having in-

Grand Haven Items,

erty of the Buffalo Creek Railroad Com- He is engaged as a travelingagent on a experienced and incompetent officers.
Judge of Probate Tate has returned
pany, have been adopted by the executive salary of $1,000, out of which he pays The Captain closed his address with sayhome and it is hoped that he will now atcommittee of said road. The extent of most of his own expenses and supports his ing that he bad furnished a substitutewho
tend to his official duties.

their contract

could not yet be ascertained wife, nine-years-oldson and

as that question was to be settled yesterday ter three years

little

daugh- would occupy a portion of the' time alloted to him. He then introduced Geo.

old. His wife has stood

The steamer Wisconsin

Is

still fast in

tbe ice six miles north of this harbor and
York, by the executive committee by him in all his difficulties,but they have Pritchard, of Allegan. This was rather
about one-half mile from the shore, bbe
of the New York Erie and the Lehigh reduced her to a wreck of her former a pleasant surprise to many in the audiexhausted her provisions Wednesday, and
Valley Railroad’s, to which companies the self, and few of her old friends ence, who had not expected to listen to
a load of groceries was sent to her relief.
Buffalo Creek road belongs.
woflld know her. Since his trial Vander the pleasant talk of the General, and be
Tbe steamer Michigan is still In this barpool has been burned out and been sick, was greeted with a hearty round of apLast Saturday night, at about seven
bor, where she will probably remain for a
and only by the most strenuous efforts has plause. After Gen. Pritchard closed his
o’clock, our people were startled by an
few days, when some of tbe sailingvessels
he succeeded in keeping the wolf from remarks, Mr. Geo. W. McBride, our old
alarm of fire. The first report that reached
which will then be running to Chicago
entering the door at which he has so per townsmen, made a short address and
our ear was, that Mfetz's Tannery was on
will tow her through the ice and into
closed by introducingCol. I. E. Messsistently stood.
fire, and we made extra endeavors to
smooth water.
more, of Grand Rapids. Col. Messmore
reach the scene as soon as possible.We
On last Wednesday morning fire In
Religious services for to morrow:
is no stranger to the people of this city,
were not long in ascertaining that the tanFirst Reformed Church, (Chapdl)— and ho proceededin a happy and pleasant Fruitport destroyedthe store of L.
nery was not on fire but was somewhat in
Rev. N. M. Steffens,Pastor. Services at strain, addressing most of his remarks to Cooper, loss $2,000, fully insured; J, S.
danger of being so. The house occupied
9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m. Subject, morning, the "boys. " He condemned the "citizens" Calkins, store, loss $1,000, insured $900;
by B. Rozendaal,which stands a few rods
"The Law of God a Faithlul Mirror." for the lack of gratitude which they the Fruitportstore, loss $2,000, Insured
.west of the tannery, was completely enAfternoon, "Faith in Christ a Command- showed to the "boys" who had fought and 1,200; L. L. Maxfield’s general store, loss
veloped in flames, and was soon reduced to
died in defense of the Union, in not ob- $750, insured; J. S. Garriger’s dryVabods
ment of God."
ashes. Mr. Rozendaal saved most of his
Hope Reformed Church— Services at serving more generally, the day which the store, loss $4,000, insured; J. Ch^Aan’s
furniture. The value of the buflding was
10:30 a. m., and 7 W) p. m. Preaching by nation had set apart for decorating the store and meat market, loss $600; insured.
about $400; insured for $300.
the Pastor, Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. graves of the departed soldier, and ap- The total loss is about $12,000;insurance
As stated in a former issue, "the trio" Sunday School at 12 m. Subject, morning, pealed to the "boys" to see that this all $9,000. The fire orignated in the chimney
at

than any party In this city.

1881.BOONE.
H.

Holland, July 28th,

tb-lf

SCROFULA

New

and all seroCnloua dlseaeee,
i,locu,Srji
Us, leieme, RiUehse. Ringworm,
Ringworm,Tni

more, Oartmnales, Bolls, and Rrnpttou
of ths Skin, are the direct result of an
Impure state of the blood.
To cure these diseases the Mood must be
puriSed, aad restored to a healthy and natural oooditioa.Arsa's Kama* ABHAA has
for over forty years been recognised by eminent medical authorities as the most powerful blood parlfler In oilstones.It frees
the system from all foul hamovs, enriehee
and strengthens the blood,removes all traces
of mercurialtreatment, and proves Itself a
completemaster of all eerofaloue dlesaass.

injured by water

statements of crop correspondents:"Allemont county, Ohio, asking for a certified and by the most respectedpeople of this
gan
County— Wheat is injured by an
Water Works of Muskegon, reported to
copy of the findings In the case of George city and vicinity. The exercises opened
accumulation of water in low places.
the Water Board that 28,211,800gallons
Vanderpool, tried some 12 years ago for with a song by Prof. Potter's choir, enAlong the fences,snow-banks,hills, bare,
of water had been pumped during the
the murder of Herbert Field, his partner titled "Soldier’s Return,"which was renvalleys covered with ice and water.
month of February. All that our citisens
in the banking business,which trial dered in a very creditable manner. Rev.
Ground covered with heavy body of wet
have to do to secure the same bountiful
created great Interest throughout the en- T. T. George, of the M. E. Church of
snow— almost ice. Think wheat on low
supply of water, in case Ore, is to vote, at
tire state at the time. The letter further this city, then offered a prayer, which
land is injured. Ottawa County— Wheat
the coming election, "For the issue of
spates that Vanderpool and an accomplice was followed by a half hour address by
has
been covered with ice for the last two
Bonds for Water Works."
are accused of forgery, and the record is Capt. 8. L. Jjowing, of Grand Haven,
weeks. Ground was well covered with
We learn that Messrs. R. Ranters & desired as testimony relativeto Vander- who eloquently recounted the causes
snow during tbe first half of February—
Sons have received word from Buffalo, pool’s reputation. Other recent advices which led to the war of the Rebellion, and
the last half only partially.
N. Y., that their proposed plans for the from Ohio say that Vanderpool is now- the disadvantagesunder which the first

to run the

In this

as cheap, if not cheaper

Barker on that Bay, March 1st, we gather the following facts:
making the route from Ashland* to Bay- "Returns have been received by the state

see about placing the

at 2 o’clock, p.

has our thanks for topics of particular interest to teachers,

some western newspapers. Mr. Nelson

and beet HBAR81

purposee, which I will finish

From the crop report issued from the
office of the Secretary of State, dated

attention will be given to such subjects as run on this route for five years. We are the counties north of the southern four
improvementsmade at the Plugger
have been recently added to the list of sorry to lose the Barker, but pleased to tiers. The total number of bushels reMills, will take a trip to Iowa. It is said
those in which teachers are required to know that her owners have made so favor- ported marketed in the seven months—
that important business will take him
pass examination before obtaining certifi- able a contract. The News is under obli- August to February— Is 9,562,788.It is
hence.. 0 Shaw Frank, 'tis too bad.
cates. The morning and afternoon ses- gations to them for a lot of literaturecon- probablethat wheat has been considerably
this city,

the city.

with the flneet hones en4 carrisfes for funeral

city,

cent

formerly of

in

near Eighth,

Street,

whole or i*

part printed."

continuanceof the railroad line, agricultural bureau from 880 corresponTeachers' Institutefor Ottawa and also to give guests at the Hotel an op- dents, representing 641 townships. Five

re-

Mr. A. D. Nelson, of Plankinton, Da.,

AN.

from one postofflceto auotbeifjrhichare

7^0 o’clock. All are cordially invited to the Stale Supt of Public Instruction. road company, and elated at the scenery of in the first or southern tier of counties;
The exercises will be conducted by per- the Lake Superior country. We are given 566,806 bushels in the second tier; 808, 55(
be present.

We

BREYM

1882. 48-1?

1,

field as a

mencing

E.

Mich,, Jsn.

EL BOOHSTEJ,

County, will be held in

Ladies Aid Society of the

car stock. No.

cents, and ^wspapers or other periodicals

this city com- portunity of daily visiting the beautiful hundred and twenty-two of these reports
m., on Monday, and celebrated group of Apostle Islands are from 376 townships in the southern
Church of this city, will give an Oyster April 2, and closing on the following which lie at the entrance to the Bay. four tiers of counties. The total number
Supper at R. A. Brayman's Oyster Bay Friday. Supt. Hummer, of this city, has Messrs. Brower & Doesburg came back of bushels reported marketed is 1,808,704,
next Wednesday evening, March 21, at been appointed as Local Committee by highly pleased with their usage by the rail- of which 440,389 bushels were marketed

Ths

Holland,

new prepay-

original address without a

ment

citizens will all remember the ex-

our readers to secure acopf as we

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.

O.

success.— &. Helena (Gal.) Star.

Our

cents per
Prof. E.

mall mat-

courteous deputy of Mr. Carver, thorough- to understandthat hereafter no matter can
out ly qualified,and we believe generally ac- be forwarded in the mails after it reaches

advertisementnext week.

of the office.

by

Regarding the forwardingof

in the store on River Street recently occu-

&

singing

• —and

by ter after it has once reached its destinaCome and examine
G. M. Lauder. tion, the following order bu been received
trouble to show Goods.
efficient and at the postofflce here: "Postmasters are

tucked in one of the tumble down beds of cellentaddress, deliveredin the College
Messrs. Brower
Doesburg, the
our elegant lockup last Wednesday night Chapel, by Prof. T. Romeyn Beck on the owners of the steamer S. B. Barker, reA splendidplace for a poor unfortunate. Day of Prayer for Colleges,and will be cently returned from Ashland, Wis.,
pleased to hear, that at the request of where they went with Mr. 8. H. Brown,
Postmaster Verbeek has put in a lot of
many, it has been published. Copies can of Milwaukee, on the invitation of the
patent wire bottom letter boxes in the
ba obtained by addressing or applying t« Wisconsin Central R. R. Company. Mr.
Postofflce, which makes a decided imStudents Sbarpley and E. Fagg of Hope Brown is the manager of the "Hotel Cheprovement in the the general
ral appearance
appearan
who have the work in hand, quamegon,” situated at Ashland, on Che-

The

SPECTACLES
a—

at $10,000.

this place has been settled

Messrs. Peter Steketee & Co. have notice of the appointmentol
opened a General Merchandise business Mr. L. has long been the

for

>

damages

paper, which stated that his wife had pre-

new spark arresteron the sented him with

smoke stack of their tannery.

for seduction, placing

,

A Recent Core of BerefUmm Scree.
"Some months ago I was troabledwith
scrofulous sores (ulcers) on my legs. The
limbs were badly swollenand Inflamed, and
the sores discharged large qaanttties of
offensivematter. Every remedy 1 tried
failed,until 1 need Avsrs Samavabilla,
of which 1 have now taken three bottles,
with tbe result that tbe eons are healed,
and my general health greatly Improved.
I feel very grateful for the good your
medicine has done me.
Yours respectfully,Mm. ANN O'Bbian."
14M Sullivan St, New York, June M, 1181

EF“ All persons Interactedare Invited
to can on Mrs. O'Brien | also upon tire
Rev. Z. P. Wilde of TS Rut Mth Street,
New York City, who wUl take eleaenw
In testifying ti> the wonderfule&cneyof
Ayer's BeraeperMe,net enly In the enrw
of this lady, but in hU own ease end
many others within hie knowledge.
The well-knownwriteron

the

Botkm Herald,

B. W. Ball, of RocluUr, N.U., writes,June
1882:

T,

Having suffered severely for some years
with Eczema,and haring failed to find relief
from other remedies. I have made nee, dnrtpg
the past three months, of Avnb's Bamatakjlla. which has effected a complete cure.
1 consider It a magulflccntremedy tor all
blood diseases.”
“

Ayer’sSarsaparilla
stimulates and regulates the action of the
digestive

aad assimilativeorgans,renews

and strengthens tbe vital forces,and speedily
cures

Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheuma-

tic Gout, Catarrh, General Debility,and
all

diseases arising from an Impovrrirtied or

corrupted condition of the blood, ami

>.

.»

eak-

ened vitality.
It
cine,

U Incomparablythe cheapest blood medion account of He concentrated strength,

and great power over disease.

prepakkd st
Dr. J. C. Ayer

6Co., Lowell, Mim.

•old by all Druggisti^grloefl, tis bottles

B.

WYNHOFF

EIGHTH STREET.
We

heve added a completestockfof

DET GOODS,
QE/I/T8’ FURNISHING GOODS,

"The Song ot the Redeemed." Evening, importanceduty was not neglected.Rev> of the feed store.
and the date fixed upon is Friday evening, "The Mysterious Stranger." All are wel- Thomas Walker Jones, of Hope Reformed
Last Wednesday night at about nine Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Tarns
March 23. They will be assistedby Miss come.
Church, then made a few eloquent re- o’clock, when officer Murray was about Etc., Etc.£wbleh we offer fbr sale at very low
Minnie Wallace, of Grand Haven, who
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D. marks. The music, which was inter- to lock up tbe prisoners at the oounly jail ^rltts. Our motto la: "Quick Hales , end Small
will by request,render her pleasing speciali- Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:80, a. m., spersed through the evening, was of an for the night, he discovered that the notoriWe have received a large stock of
ty which so captivatedthe audience at and 2 p. m. Subjects, morning, "Christ appropiiate character,and was very much ous prisoner McCarthy and Isaac Van Dorntheir last concert herF, "The Bugle Gall." Bearing the Cross." Afternoon, "The appreciatedby those present. At about melen, of Holland, both awaiting trial for
&
This lady being an accomplishedpianiste, Death of Christ."
ten o’clock the soldiers, and those who burglary,had made their escape. They had
Our stock of CROCKERY Is large and complete,
and our atock of GROCERIES Is constantly being
and as she appears on the program in two
pried off one of the plates of tbe ceiling,
will give another concert in

Lyceum

Hall,

CLOAKS

First Reformed Church, (Church Edifice) held supper tickets,repaired to the City

piano aoloa, it will be a rare treat to bear Rev.

her. The program
humorous, and

consists of sacred,

classical solos, duetts, trios,

and a character quartette.As

we

have

seen the program wg assure all musicloving people that this entertainment will

be of great Interest.
large audience out.

We

We

hope to see a
learn that

re-

served seats can be procured at Breyman’s

iewelry Store, after next Wednesday noon
for

88 cents; general admission, 25 cents.

Advertisingmatter will be out to-day.

E. Boa,

Pastor.— Services at 9:80 Hotel, where

DOLMANS.

replenished, kept fresh aad fell.

a bountiful and very floe cut a bole through the roof, and tied a
A
a. m., and 2 p. m. Subject for morning, banquet bad been prepared by the Wil- number of blankets together in which
Is also kept constantly on hand.
"The Cleaning of the Tempel.” After- liams Bros., and a very pleasant hour was manner they descended to the ground.
Tbe highest prices la paid for butter and egra
noon, "The Lamb of God before the high spent by those who partook of it, after Sheriff Vaupell who wa> absent at the and other Uoontry Prodice.
Counsel."
which all retreated to their homes. We time wu called by telephone and pursuit
Holland Christian Ref. Church — 80r- have no beaitancy in preneunclng this re- was at once instituted, but thus far without Call and see our New Goods.
vioes at 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m.
union the most successful and pleasant sucoeas. The evening was dark and
Goods delivered free of charge,
MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rev. T. T. one that the Holland Soldiers’ Union have blustering and the prisoners must have
George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m., ever given, and there is no reason for the had a considerable start before their abMr. H. WerkmtD still remslos in the
and 7:80 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m. few "faithful ones" to be discouragedon sence wu discovered. The other Instore as heretofore.
Subjects, morning, "Job." Evening, account of their small number of mem- mates of the jail refused to mkke their
B. WYNHOF.
Hollaed, Oct. 26,
Fy.7-1
escape in that way.
"Why did not the three Hebrews burn?" bers.

FL0U(R

JfQ FEEQ,

1882.

PITH AND POINT.
A Chapter on Eggs.
and backed in the odorous red leather. away; for what had she returned? In
She had seen Clement buying a mal- these days of social revolt and mysteriWe are assured on high authority that
John Yann had a wife who was kind and true—
A woman has two smiles that an angpl
achite paper-weight, and had hoped to ous crime, every unusual circumstance an egg should stand ten or twelve hours
A w
might
envy — the smile that accepts a
only child;
add that to her trinketspicked up here might be of dme import; even her sex after being laid before the white is
But, If I the truth muat tell,
over before words are uttered and the
waa
against
her,
so
many
girls and properly set, and until that time they
and
there
as
souvenirs
of
foreign
lands;
Bho fretted and pined because John waa poor,
smile that lights on the first-born baby.
And me
ADU
hta business
oubuisbb vruv w'J* to pay
but Mabel had exhibited it with great young women had been proven guilty do not take on their delicate flavor.
Bnt he only said, when she talked of change,
When an Iowa Anti-ProfanitySociety
of treason against the Government.
delight as /tors,
Eggs for boiling and for soufflesshould
“Well stick
Ick to the good old way."
way
Nothing could be done in the dead of be very fresh, hut for other culinary gets into financial distress it gets some
She would, at least, get this flower to
Bhe saw her neighborswere growing rich,
press for her herbarium. The others night, however, and at last the three purposes it is not so imperative. But rich man to join, and then arranges to
And dwelling lirhouscs grand;
'.j
would not miss her, she thought, disappeared, leaving the girl in an they should not be stale for any dish have him “accidentally”sit down on an
That sbeVnn living in apveny,
With wealth on every hand;
bitterly, as she p6ejped back into the agony of. fear.
whatever, for nothing is more disgust- eggr' *
And she urged her bus wind to.speculate,
Ah, how bright her life seemed now ! ing than an egg that has stood too long.
car.' '
An exchange has an article on “Young
To risk his earnings at play;
The two young peoplfe were as much how small and trivial all her discomBnt he only said, "My dearest wife,
We all know hoW tp boil an egg, but Women Who Difc • Early.” This freWe’ll stick to the good old way.
engrossed in themselves as before ; the fort ! How willingly she would he with let me add a word of caution : l)o not quently occurs ; but tho cases of old
two chaperones nodded and blinked at her friends, even listening to the two drop it into the teakettle, and do not women who die early are very few inTor ho know that the money that’s quickly got
Is the money that’s quickly lost;
each other, only half-arousedfrom their old ladies as they gossiped of this one take a teaspoon to put them into the deed.
And the money that stays Is the money earned
and that, blindly "flatteringthemselves boiling water. Take a small, flaring,
naps.
At honest endeavor’s cost*
A fashionablelady who lost her pet
So ho pledded along In his honest style,
Turning away quickly, the young girl that their language was an unknown granite kettle to boil them, and take a poodle was asked if she didn’t greatly
And he bettered himselfeach day ;
leaped from the car and made her way tongue toher, while Clement and Mabel wire spoon that will hold half a dozen miss the beast. “No,” was the reply,
And he only said to fcls fretful wife,
toward the flower that shone out in the sat apart conversing in low tones. Her eggs, so that all may be put at once “my husband sort of takes his place in
“We'll stick to the gpod old way."
encircling gloom, like a sunbeam in a father away home appeared before her into the boiling water. An omelet is a
my affections.”
And at last there came a terriblecrash,
strained eyes surroundedby a halo of simple thing enough to make, and, as
darkened room.
When beggary,want andAamo
An article in an exchange is headed;
Game down on the homes of their wealthyfriends,
She had just reached it and was care- love and old affections.What would there are over 200 ways of making
“Kissed by Her Husband.” Sueli
While John’s remained the same j
fully breaking 'the tough stem, when, all the dear ones do, could they but them, I will not particularize, as probTor he had no debts and he gave no trust;
mistakes will occur, and there should
without one warning clang or shriek know of her plight?
ably each one of us has a formula which
"My motto isThis,"lio’d sayj" l. .
be some remedy devised to preveut
Ht's chafoi aftilnst ijaitlcs of every kind—
With the morning came brighter she uses to her own satisfaction.
from bell or whistle, without even the
Tls, stick to the good old way.
slow, halting movement usually accom- hopes. Surely there would be some
Try the following way of cooking their recurrence.
Heard at the Conundrum Club
And his wife looked ’round on the little house
panying' a start, the train moved off, one to whom she could explain all the eggs : Heat a meat platter and make as
That was every nail their own,
“What is the differenqe'between
a frigid
unlucky
circumstance.
leaving
hqr
gazing
after
it
palo
with
many
pieces
of
toast
as
you
wish,
and
And she asked forgiveness of honest John
undulation
and
a
den
in
the
forest
!”
With
a
happier
face,
she
dressed
Tor the peevish mistrust she had shown;
dismay.
butter them slightly when putting them
Bnt he only said, as her tearful face
For a few moments she stood silent, herself and opened her door to go to on the dish. Take a sauce-pan and put The prize answer was: “One is a cold
Upon hLs shoulder lay,
numb with bewilderment; then her the breakfast-room.Almost upon the into it about two ounces of sweet* fresh wave and tho other is a wold cave.”
“The good old way Is the best way, wife—
We’ll stick to the good old way."
firm common-sense asserteditself.She threshold a gendarme stood, guarding butter ; break the eggs into a bowl and
An Iowa Judge refused a woman a
could not stay here. Night was draw- the exit. He made no objection to her add salt and ‘pepper to taste; turn the divorce which she wanted because her
ing nigh. She must follow fine tiack passing him, however, but followed eggs into the hot butter and stir quickly husband kissed her pretty servant. Ho
back to the town where they had been close at her heels.
with a wooden spoon till the mass has said she ought to be thankful that her
Left Behind in Russia.
At the table every guest turned to assumed the consistencyof thick cream, husband had found a way to keep a
stopping. She could go to the same
. i j, — .
hotel; the landlady would remember look at her; all eyes were fastened upon then pour over the toast. Eggs pre- servant-girl.
The afternoon's ann glimmered paleher, and she would safe there until she her as the soldier took his station be- pared as above with boiled dried herTyndall says that men and women
ly cold and cheerless. It seemed shorn
could go to her relatives,or they return hind her chair. Agnes grew hysterical rings and haddock, or sardines placed existed on earth 50,000,000years beof all its golden glory of -warmth and
under their searching glances. She upon the toast, afld the eggs put over fore the date of Adam and Eve, so
mid color, yielding hut its hare pres- for her.
An she stuped along from tie to tie, covered her face and laughed nervously. them, arc liked very much by some peo- probably we of to-day know nothing of
ence to this land, whose vast extent and
“Would the girls believe all this?” ple for breakfast. Broil the herring, some of the most charming scandals
she wondered Jmmsedly to herself, what
almost fabulous wealth could insure the
M^bel — timid, clinging Mabel— would she thought, her mind wandering from take out all tho bones, and put it on the
that ever occurred.
weal or content of neither monarch nor
have done in sueli a predicament. Then the room with its gaping, breakfast- toast, etc. The sardines may be served
people.
Mrs. Ray, the first woman that went
The feeble rays fell Upon guarded a vision of her Aunt Rose’s horror and forgettingpeople and the immovable cold as they come, or they may be set to Lendville,dug in the mines, scoured
excitement, her neiYOus gestures and figure behind her. to her own cozy lit- over the lire and heated. Garnish with
palace, gaudy temple and yr etched
the plains as scout, took in washing,
exclamations,crossed her mind; and tle nest, and a group of open-mouthed, a few sprigs of curled parsley.
hovel, finding ev^wl^re th# rtdlne disand now has a fortune of $1,000,000.
Clement— perhaps he, in his dawning incredulous comrades to whom she
Baked eggs are very good. Take
content and aimless striving. They
Her husband undoubtedly regards her
might some day tell the adventure.
fire-proofdish, put in it some very
touched at last, with a semblance of manhood, would deem it necessary to
Come to the rescue of this belated The meal over, affairs took , even a fresh butter, and Jet the butter get hot. as “a bright ray.”
cheerfulness,the narrow panes of a
Yea, verily, dearly beloved brethren,
more serious turn. The dull mind °f Have your eggs brokqjj in a bowl and
maiden.
railway car, from which the newly-emour
candor moveth us to acknowledge
Her drooping spirits rose high as she the landlord was really aroused, and, turn into the dish, placing a few small
barked pass# iiffegfljourneying from ope
walked along, keeping step to the mel- more than all, he was eager to attain pieces of butter over the eggs. Set the and confess that there are more dismal
of the, old hjstjrie'Bu^iin. cities, were
ody of an old school song that she the notorietv such n circumstance would disli in the oven to bake. Try and have swamps on Wall ‘street in one day than
idly gazing.
* ' * • j \J i i
give him. To arrest a Nihilist, a young tho yelks about even distances apart, could be found in a hundred Virginias
Even here the chill beams lighted hummed. This was a real adventure
in a hundred years.— Puc/i.
As the evening shadows began to girl also, under his' very roof, what bet- and not broken.
upon a face whose heavy eyes and droopclose darkly, she reached the town and ter proof could the officershave of his
Golden
eggs form a very pretty dish.
A convict says he was sent to prison
ing m6uth told the same story of unmade her way through the dim streets, loyalty ? His spn, a hot-headed Social- Boil some eggs well, and, when they are for being dishonekt,and yet he is comhappiness.A young girl dat alternatethronging with grave men ami women, ist, would then bo secure from all these cold, peel and cut them into halves, am pelled every* day to cut out pieces of
ly looking out upon the barren pine
and solemn, squalid children, munch- sour looks when he came on his fitful set them with the yelks downward in a pasteboard which are put between tho
forests and glancing hurriedly and anxing their little portions of black bread visits to his parents.
deep glass dish, arrangingthem care- soles of the cheap shoos made there and
iously where, a few seats ui front of
and green cucumbers ; past the stores
So the worthy host talked away to all fully* in rows. Make a sauce by frying palmed off on the tunocent public as
hors, a girl of her own age was chatwith their signs, looking like alphabets who w'ould listen, telling of the deeply- in butter an onion, putting in curry leather.
ting, and claiming the absorbed attengone mad, so twisted and inverted laid plot hidden under all this innocent powder sufficient to color the milk
Louisville Courier-Journal : Nothtion of the boy beside her, both of them
seemed the Russian letters; and at seeming, while Agnes returned to her which you add at the last, thickening it ing is quite so sweet as liberty. W hen
entirely oblivious of their compagnons
length, tired and jaded, she reached the room to while away the hours that must with a little Hour. Four over the eggs the American voter finds that he has
du voyage.
elapse ere she could leave the inn with and serve with a dish of rice.
voted for a bad citizen be patiently
Across the car were two elderly hotel.
Snow eggs are formed by phtting waits until the next electron, and then,
She felt too strange and weary to its strange inhabitants.
ladies, who, having arranged bag, shawl“I cdnhl explain it easily, if I only over tho tire a quart of rich milk
moving grandly up to the ballot-box,
itrap and bundle to their satisfaction, note the suspicious looks cast at her, or
knew
more
French,” she said to her- sweetening it, and flavoring it with he votes for— another bad citizen.
the
hesitation
with
which
she
was
at
were composing themselvesfor a comlength shown to a room; and she attrib- self. as she sat listening to the- meas- orange flower water. Separate the
fortable nap.
After the party : “I say, have you
ured tread of the sentinel in the hall- whites and yolks of six fresh eggs, am
“Yes,” sighed the first girl, as she uted the curious alertness of the servseen anything of my hat around here,
way; “but what received French gram- beat up the whites to a stiff froth. Drop
turned her eyes on the landscape ant who brought her supper to his
anywhere?” asked a young swell in the
mar ever taught such sentencesas ‘ I a spoonful at a time into the boiling
eagerness
to
understand
her
not
very
again, “those old wise men were right,
coat room. “I donno, sah,” replied
was left behind bv the western-bound milk, turning them as quickly as poswhen they said that happiness consisted legible gestures.
the attendant.“Here am a hat which
Overcome by her long walk through train, when I jumped off to gather some sible, and, lifting them out of the milk says ‘ light weight’ inside of it, sah.
more in the anticipation than in the rethe chill evening air, Agned fell asleep wild flowers, and so was obliged to re- with a skimmer, place them on a sieve. Mebbe that might be yours, sah ?” He
ality.”
Beat up the yelks and stir them into the
Such had been the experience of her almost as soon as her head touched the turn and wait for the next one?’”
didn’t take the hat.
She
could
order
a
meal
or
inform
you
milk ; let them have one boil and put
fixteen years in nurserydom and board- pillow, and she was placidly dreaming
“Oh, I’ve just had such a scare!" exthat the brother-in-lawof the butcher into, a glass dish. Arrange the whites
ing school. How much she had longed of home and frienda, when, with a
claimed
a prim and pale housewife; “I
was
cousin
to
the
wife
of
tho
shoeurouju} tb e edg<£ and serve either hot
for this tour ! How ardently she had great start, she awoke.
feel as if I should faint. ” “Why, what’s
maker,
but
her
vocabulary
was
not
or
cold;
tho
last
is
^prMerable.
There
For q moment she lay in the stupor
wished for the dpy when she should set
the matter?” was asked. “Well,” she
that succeeds a sudden awakeiling; sufficientlyextended to explain her are eggs witti tripe, eggs tvith efiees^,
forth
‘
replied, “you may not believe it, but as
Strange countries for to see.
then she heard distinctly a great rap- presence there, sine friends,and pass- spaarngus, peas, spring onions, and a
sure as i live ‘that girl deliberately
great
many
other
things.—
Country
port.
And now it had come to this ! * She was ping, a confused murmur of voices, and
opened the parlor shutters and tho sun
As
she
sat
thus,
she
was
again
Gentleman.
thrust into the background and forgot- saw a stream of light that crept under
was
shining right in.”
aroused by a rapp-ng at the door, and,
the badly-hung door.
ten!
“So
you have got twins at your
Some
Wealthy
Newsboys.
For an instant she lay trembling dnd opening it, beheld the group of the
To be sure, in the first part of the
house,”
said Mrs. Bezumbe to little
previous
night,
landlord,
gendarme
and
“That big, tall newsboy over there at
trip, it had been quite [dift'erent—alto- hesitating;then, upon the imperative
Tommy
Samuelson.
“Yes, mam, two of
interpreter,
enlarged
this
time
by
tho
the postoffice steps is worth $20,000 in
gether different. In England and summons being a third time repeated,
’em.” “What are you going to call
addition of the landlord's wife.
she
hastily
threw
her
traveling
mantle
his
own
right.”
France she had been the important
’ With much pains and superfluous
It was another newsboy who gave this them?” “Thunder , and Lightning.”
member of the party. Aunt Hose and about her and opened the door.
wording,
the
interpreter
gave
her
to
rather startling bit of informationto the “Why, tlwwe are strange names to call
Without stood her landlord,his sulCousin Clement had vied with each
children. ” “Well, that’s what pa called
understand
that,
as
a
suspicious
charreporter.
other in their care of her, and her len countenance more forbiddingthan
them as soon as he heard they were in
acter, she must be searched.
“Yes,
sir,”
continued
the
talking
ever,
as
only
half
revealed
by
the
dim
French vocabulary had been in requisitho
house.” — Texas Siftings.
“What!”
exclaimed
Agnes,
as
the
newsboy, “that’s Alf— Alf Shattler, and
tion to her oam satisfaction, and the light of the flickering candle, carried by
woman
advanced,
her
stolid
features
A
gentleman, while bathing at sea,
he does" the bigge'sttrade of any boy in
thorougn bewilderment of the natives. some one who stood beside him, some
expressing neither pity nor interestof this city. Why, maybe you don’t be- saw his lawyer rise up at his side, after
one
whose
uniform
bespoke
him
to
he
But Aunt Rose had insistedon comany kind, “I am an American girl!" lieve it, but it’s true, lie makes more a long drive. After exchanging salutaing to Russia, and since their entrance one of the sons of the Russian wars.
proudly,
“I will not submit to it!” money in a day than any of the Fourth tions, says he: “By the way, how
At the same time the two men eninto that bleak cofifttry, with its closed
forgetting
that
her language was Hebrew street clerks do. Alf averages $6 and about Gunter?” “He is in jail,” repalaces, timid Emperor, mystic socie- deavored to explain matters to the
to them all.
plied the lawyer, and dived again. Tho
$7 a day.”
frightened
girl,
but
their
language
was
ties, and sullen, smileless peasants,
The backward movement, the proud
gentleman thought no more of it, but
“But
he
has to work for it ?”
to
her
as
the
chattering
of
some
wild
things had ceased to look couleur de
expressionof her face, thoy under“Well, I should say so. How long on getting bis account he found: “To
beast.
t t
“Oh, why did we ever come into this stood. Again they paused, taking dp you suppose he has sold papers on consultationat sea about the incarceraAt St. Petersburgthgir little party
dreadful
country?” she thought, despe- counsel of each other, when a light that corner? Nineteen years, sir. Alf tion of Gunter, $3.”
hail been joined by Mabel St. Clare
step came up the stairs, a new form ap- began business about war times, and he
Among the professional reminiscences
and her mother, who was an old friend rately trying to catch some clew to the
peared in the group outside the young has never given it up. Now he has the
of Daniel O’Connell, when at the Irish
of her aunt and her cousin, and since meaning of this ill-timed visit, as the
men talked on more and moro vehe- girl’s door, and, with one glad cry of boss business of aH the boys.”
bar, was the following unique instance
then her path had indeed lain among
recognition,she had run to her cousin
“A regular trade ?”
of a client’s gratitude. He hud obthorns.* Clement had deserted her for mently, adding emphatic gestures to
and stood clingingto him, weeping and
“That’s it, sir. You’ll see gentlemen tained an acquittal, and the fellow, in
Mtae Mabel’s blonde beauty and timid their words. “Why did I not study
laughing alternately.
come across the street at all hours, get the ecstasy of his joy, exclaimed, “Och,
little ways. Since then she had been Russian in place of Latin, which I nev“Send them away! Send them all a paper from him without a word, and consider, I’ve no way to show your
er
cair
use?’’
getting
more
and
moro
obliged, in ramble or ride, to play
away !” she gasped, as Clement looked walk away, not offering to pay. Those
Honor my gratitude, but I wish 1 saw
gooseberry between the two older la- confused as the torrent of words poured
in
wonder from the gendarme to the are his regular customers, and he has you knocked down in my own parish,
dies, and listen to their hints and dark on.
landlord. “Show them my passport hundreds of them.”
and maybe I w ouldn’t bring a faction to
•uggestions of old-home scandals, with
Leaving the gendarme to watch the
and send them all away.”
Further inquiry disclosed the fact the rescue!”
the full accounts of which they would girl the landlord at last went away, only
Mechanically he ol>eyed her. Then, that Shattler is nearly 30 years old.
aot sully her young ears.
to return with
hastily-awakened,
“My dear,” s|id a Prairie avenue
as they passed down the stairway, leav- He is married, and lives on his own
Well, ah, well ! She had heard that, sleepy-looking man, who winked and
ing the cousins together, Agnes told of property on Spring Grove avenue. Out lady to her husband, “if you were to
as one grew older, life took on a deeper blinked as the feeble light of the candle
buy mo tl|e most inappropriate Christall her night’s terror, her words often at Milford he owns a farm for which bo
shade— and she looked soberly up at fell upon his half-open eyes.
choked by the tears tflat would flow, has refused $10,000. Beside this farm mas present what do you think it would
the sun riding cold and pale through
“Your passport,” ho said to Agnes,
her arms still clinging to Clement, as he owns other property, real and per- be?” “The most inanpropriate.” “Yes,
the surrounding cloud-banks.
in broken English.
something the most dissimilarto me
though to assure herself of his real sonal, of equal value.
Suddenly, when only three or four
Her passport
and my style which you could think
;
Down at the corner of Fourth and
miles from their starting-point,the
Her purse she bad attached to her
He soothed and petted her, telling in Walnut is another newsboy, whose fa- of.” “O, I reckon an umbrella would
train slackened its speed and finally chatelaine, but everything else she had
be the thing— a real fine umbrella with
his turn of the fear and dread of his miliar face has been a landmark at
•ame to a full stop. All around lay left in tho car, and Clement had charge
a gold handle—’’ “An umbrella! Gramother and himself.
that point for ten years past. His
the dense pine woods, with their dark of all such matters as passports.
After they Imd again left the inn— tho name is John Finn. Fourth and Wal- cious! why an umbrella?” “Why, vou
suggestions of lonely night rides and
“I haven’t it,” she replied, looking up
landlord
now all bows and obsequious- nut is his particular field, and no other know, love, you can shut an umbrella.”
hungry, encircling wolves.
at the last comer with appealing eyes.
—Cheek.
Agues gazed, put with eyes that "You see, I got off the tuuiu to pick ness— and gone but a few steps, the girl newsboy ever attempts to invade it.
Mrs. Randell Wbag is not the bestmatched the gloomy landscape.Just these flowers," motioning to tho poor stopped, hesitated and then ran book. Though not so wealthy as Shattler
educated
woman in Austin, but that
Johnny can draw his check for $5,000
then she spied a gleam of bright color.
scene of her short, ever-to-bc-remem and have it honored. He has had his does not in the least hinder her from
A gay littie flower had thrust itself into
home at the Union Bethel for years, expressing herself fully on any topic,
sight against the somber background.
The interpreteronly half-understood bered adventure.
In a moment she had returned, and where, he regularly pays a fixed sum no matter what it may be. She was
Yielding to the impulse of the moment, this explanation.
would have
her Russian host’s dull eyes opened in for boarij and lodging.— Cincinnati having her head examined by a phrethe young girl walked to the end of the doubted its truth, could he have fully
nologist. “You have philoprogenitivelanguid surprise, for in one hand she Commercial Gazette.
ear, and stepped out upon the platform. gathered the meaning. “Leaving a
ness strongly developed.” “You bet I
held a little withered bunch of leaves
Swinging herself forward, she saw the car for those weeds! Incredible!"
and flowers. He shrugged his shoulThe brightest of stars appear the have. Nobody ever said anything mean
train officials collectedinto a group,
As it waa, he explained to tho others
ders
as she passed out of sight, and most unsteady and tremulous in their about me but I was sure to get even
gesticulating with vehemence.
that the young lady had no passport.
the old, dull apathy returned to his light; not from any ^quality inherent in with them sooner or later. That’s just
They would be detained then. Well,
Three pairs of eyes oast suspicious
. _
themselves, but from the vapor that the kind of a woman I am. You have
she would get that flower as a memento looks at Agnes; three heads wagged
Why try to solve it? The whole af- floats below, and from the imperfection hit it first pop.”— Texas Siftings.
of this dreary land. She had nothing
fair was to him an unfathomable mys- of vision in the surveyor.— P/afo.
else. Aunt Rose had forbidden her
“But the landlord saw it when I was
tery.— Man/ H. Large, in Youth's
The oldest man on active duty at the
buying any of the malachite with which liero before,” she gasped, reading
Companion.
A composition paste placed under a Treasury Department » Col. Kent, of
the stores abounded and for which an trouble in their suspicionsglances.
sink to destroy cockroachescaused a Bangor, brother of the Governor for
exorbitantsum was demanded, and she
More suspiciouslooka- - and headChicago fire. It is always dangerous whom Maine wept on such a sulphurous
Every,
man
can
boast
of
one
admirer.
had long been supplied with brushes, shaking.
curve, now more than forty years ago.
to trifle with the cockroach.
boxes, knick-knacks and what-not, bound'1
She had been there before and gone —Shaw.
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ladoned by the Clergy.
takepleasnre In recommending Dr.
Warner’! White Wine of Tar Syrup to the

?rom

the Danyere, liass., Minor: Mr.
Geo. H. Day, of this town, wu oared of
rheumatism by Bt Jacobi Oil.

Mother’s Turn.

We

There is no lovelier spectacle in human nature than affectionate fair play
in the filial treatment of parents. A
lady writer in the Christian Intelligencer takes occasionfrom a remark of
one true and tender-hearted daughter
to comment on the duties of thi* relationship,and en|orce' the considerate
gratitude that will give kindness for
kindness received.
“It is mother’s turn to be taken care
of now.”

public,especiallyto any public speaker who
throat or lung dis-

may be troubled with
The Art of Being: Happy.
eases
There is a deal of misery in the
Rev. M. L Booheb,
world; three-fourths of it is entirely
unnecessary; there is no real cause for
it. The greater part of it might be
banished from the earth if people only
willed to do it.
borrow most of
our troubles; they are imaginary rather
than real ; we have never learned the art
of being happy. How many there are
in the world who are surrounded with
plenty ; who have home comfort and
conveniences; wiio have health and
friends; who have good companionsand
good children ; who are respected and
possess fair charactersand cherish many
Christian virtues and are yet quite unhappy, discontentedwith their lot and
disposed to find fault with almost every-

We

Pastor Presbyterian Church, Reading, Mich.
Rev. J. T. Idddcob, Albion,Mich.
Rev. Y. L Lockwood, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Sold by all druggists.

The

Jug.

thing.

To all such people we would say,
study the art of being happy. There is
such an art; it can be learned and applied to life. Every one can have and
apply it if he wills to do it. It is no
difficult art ; no more diflicult than the
art of reading and writing. It requires
only a firm resolution,a steadfast and
determined will, a spirit of persever-

_

.

'

The speaker was a winsome young

whoso bright eve's, fresh color and
eager looks told of light-hearted happiness. Just out of school, she had the
air of culture, which is an added attraction to a blithe young face. It was
mother’s turn now. Did she know how
my heart went out tp her for her unselWholesale, Lord, Btoutenburgh A Co., (Thifl engnYlng represents the Lungs In s healthy fish words ?
Chicago.
Too many mothers, in their love of
A pooh man's enjoyments are just as good
their daughters, entirely overlook the
as the rich man’s. The “corncobstopper
idea that they themselves need recreadon’t hurt the molasses in the jug."
tion. They do without all the easy,
Frefl to All MlniHtrrn of Churches.
Harmloan to £he Moat Delicata! pretty and charming things, and say
nothing about it, and the daughters do
I will send one bottle of White Wine of Tor
Syrup, gratis, to any minister that will renot think there is any self-denial incommend it to his friends after giving it a By lt« faithful use CONMTJIPTIOH has volved. Jenny gets the new dress, and
fair test, and it proves satisfactory for
been CUBED when other remedies
mother wears the old one, turned upside
coughs, colds, throat or lung diseases.
and Physicians have failed
down and wrong side out. Lucy goes
Respectfully,Dr. C. 1). Warnei:.
to effect a cure.
Reading, Mich.
on the mountain trip, and mother stays
girl,

a hair’s breadth whether your shoemaker
has made allowance for their dimensionsor
not Corns will require an accident policy
at once, for Putnam’s Painless Corn Extractor removes them in a few days. No
pain, no discomfort,and pennanent oeneiit
Try it Bold by druggists everywhere.

__

Sold by
to

thinks everything will

There's Where the Shoe Pinches.
Corns are a capital indicator. They tell to

ance.

But

who

prophet

turn out according to his expectations
should try turning out molasses from a cold
- • '

begin. Take then a better

all

I GOOD Flilv REMEDY!
STRICTLY PURE.

druggista

William C. Diooi*. merchant of Bowling Green.
4. 1881, that he wants us to know thsi

Vs., writes April

A

correspondent wants to know “what the Luno Balsam ha* cured hi* mother of Con*umpview of life; count up your blessings; man is principally made of?” In nine cases tton, After the physicianhsd frivenher up ss incurable. He ssys, others knowing her case hsve taken the
look on the bright side of things, not out of ten, be is principallymade of brass*
Balsam and been cured: he thinks all so afflicted
should give it a trial.
on the dark side ; cherish a good temWilliam A. Graham & Co., wholesale druggist*,
Adam's Fall.— Ever since Adam's rail,
per; speak pleasantlyto every one you which subjected human nature to diseases of Zanesville,Ohio, write us of the cure of Mathias
Freeman, a well-known dtiren. who had been afflicted
meet ; by your sweet speech and sunny the flesh,there has been a demand for a blood with Bronchitishi its worst form for twelve years.
Luno Balsam cured him, as it has many other*,
character draw out the good traits of purifier. On the purity ami vitality of the The
blood depend the health and vigor of tho of Bronchitis.
your friends and acquaintances; wear
whole system. Various diseases arc often only As an Expectorant it has No Equal.
a smiling face; harbor no ill will; think the sign that nature is trying to remove a
For Sole by nil Medicine Denier*.
no unkind thought of any one; keep a disturbing cause. Hood's Sarsaparillagives
sunny heart and life will be sunny; life and vigor t<> the blood, cures scrofula
and prevents many diseases that would occur.
think of the virtues of those we love
find excuse for their faults; be hopeful;
“What would you do, Mr. M.. if your wife
labor to be good and to do good, and died?” asked Mrs. D. Mr. M. (who is very
the art of being happy will soon be methodical)— “I would bury her."

tired of study and must lie

down

iron

RHEUMATISM
Neuralgia,Sciatica, Lumbago,

is

the

in

Scalds, General Bodily

Pains, .
Ear and Headache, Frosted

Tooth,
Feet and Ears, and

ence.

your mothyou relieve them

Girls, take good care of

ers. Coax them to let
of some of the harder duties, which for
years they have patiently borne. -rYouilt’a Com itanium

Ho Freperetlon on earth equals 8r. J a cots Ora
ss * ea/e, swr#,
cheap External
Remedy A trial •ntalls but th# comparatively
triflingoutlay of 60 Ceati, and every one euffertac
with pain con have cheap and poslUve proof of Ms

simple

claims.

300 bushels of corks daily. These corks
are all needed to keep Monongahela
whisky safely jugged until used. 41

IN MEDICINE.

A.

1

VOGELER
ft CO.,
Baltimore, Md., U.8.JU

15 to $20

sayn: J. E.
Shaw, Esq., proprietor Grand Union Hotel, VoltaicBelts and Electric Appliances on trial
New York, indorses St. Jacobs Oil for for thirty days to men (young or old) who
are afflicted with nervous debility, lost virheumatismand neuralgia.
tality and kindred troubles, guaranteeing
speedy and complete restoration of health
A Joke of Associate Justice Story’s.
and manly rigor. Address us above. N. B.—
The invitationto go to Washington No risk is iucurred, as thirty days' trial Is alwith Judge Story did not imply any lowed.

promise of attention after we arrived
in that city, as

be was -careful to point
out when I received it. “The fact is,''
said he, “I can do very little for you
there, as we Judges take no part in the
society of thy place. We dine once a
year with the 1* resident, and that is all.
On other days we take our dinner together, and discuss at table the questions which are argued before us. We
are great ascetics, and even deny ourselves wine, except in wet weather.”
Here the Judge paused, as if thinking
that the act of mortificationhe had
mentioned placed too severe a tax upon
human credulity, and presentlyadded:
“What I say about the wine, 'sir, gives
you our rule; but it does sometimes
liappen that the Chief Justice will say
to me, when the cloth is removed,
‘Brother Story, step to the window and
see if it does not look like rain.’ And
if I tell him that the sun is shining
brightly, Judge Marshall will sometimes reply: ‘All the better, for our
jurisdictionextends over so large a
territory that tin* doctrine of chances
makes it certain that it must be raining
somewhere and it will be safe to take
something.’ — Joaiph Qu nun'* Dial'll-

A good storv is tojd of a doctor whose
most profitable patient was an old lady who
Buttered greatly from dyspepsia, nervous-

'-rw rrv f* ra—f

eii

f—
» qmH. Slmm
.ftaaipaoraltvcr. L.A.L.bMI1 JUlO.*4cA|U.raUUt«lUI«

For particulara writs to

nutritiousproperties.

It

ft
Sure to

containsblood-

Great improvements have recently been

made

CHICAGO*

« GREAT SAVING T9 fARMERSI

making. force-generatingand life-sustaining
propertion;invaluable for indigestion, dyspepsia, nervous prostration,and all forms
of general debility;also, in all enfeebled
conditions,whether the result of exhaustion,
nervous prostration,over work, or acute
disease, particularlyif resulting, from palmm*
nan* complaints. ’ Caswell, Hazard ft Co.,
proprietors,Now York, bold by druggists.

Reed's Tempi! of Hnic,

CONSUMPTION?;

Mensman’s Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
only preparation of beef containing its entire

wna

kifriRS

Invalids who arc rrwvpriajtvital stamina, declare in grateful terms their appreciation or the
merits as a tonic, of Hostetler's Stomach Bitters.
Not only does It impart strength to the weak,
But it also corrects an irregular acid state of the
stomach, makes the bowel* act at proper intervals, gives ease to those who suffer from rheumatic and kidney troubles, and conquers as well
as prevents fever and ague.
For sale by all Druggistsand Dealers
generally.

in Carboline,u deodorized extract of
petroleum, the great natural hair renewer,
and now it is absolutelyperfect yin an exquisite and delightfully perfumed hair
dressing and restorer. Everybody is de- fCC u week In your own town. Terns ami |5 outfit
$00 free. Address H. Hallf.it & Co., Portland.' Me.
lighted with it Sold by all druggists
_ Samples
J'ER DAY AT HOME. No pedaling,
The best and cheapest Car Starteris sold
pence r. Mass.
sent free. IS. I). BRADLEY, opencer.
by Borden, Selleck Co. , Chicago, III With
it one man can move a loaded car.
Sure
"
^
The most •omfortitbleboot in town Is that f IT ' WEEK. $12 adav at homo easily made. Costly
with Lyon’s Patent MetAUio Heel Stiffeners. f i A outfit free. Address Taut A Co.. Augusta.Main*.
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JUST
OUT.
NEW STOVE
PIPE SHELF.

Win!

Sure to Win!

“THE BEST

mm,

IS

CHEAPEST.’1

imLOriLnO

Take Pleasure

at

*»

b^yMARK
twain
"UFE
THE

to ant
XNITX IN PM.

It Is the BEST KNIFE in Uto
to cut riNE rzitD fro*
bale, to cut down mow or stack,
to cut corn stalks for feed, ox
to cut peat, and bos no rqral
fortcutting sods or ditchingi*
marshes,and for cutting KNUb*

would

aoe from silo.
TRY IT. IT WILL PAY

imperil life.It is a distrdkqful, vexatious and resolute complaint. JP^iontendurance ol its
directly

numerous ver>- small vfdtery piraptes, hot and smartrequire*true foritndo. If the dischargedmatter
acabs hare underneath a red^
dened surface, the disease has not departed, and
Hood's SarsHparllla, in moderate doses, should be
continued. N
ing,

sticks, itches, and the

cy perfected. S4 makes one ; retails for til 5. Bend
25c forr perfect model
mo and farm rlyht and agency free
by mail to first order; others returned.
Address the patentee,
For Businessat the Oldest ft Best
11. G. CADY, Pine Blnff, Ark.
f ^fryjyjy^ConmtniilCollcst.
CircuUrfree.
"An ordinary field hand can make, but the most stuAddress C-BaYLikr, Dubuque, la.
pid cannot break It. Mr. Cady la a reliable gentleman. VV. D. Wilkins, Prcs't M. ft P. Bank.
For information and Maps of
Missouri, hansas. Arkansas ^nd
Texas, write to JOHN* E. ENNIS.
Alt (Burk S .. Ch cago __

FREE

SEEDS!

men

with Hood's Sarsaparilla, the sores began to heal ; two
bottles made her eyeras dear us ever. To-day she Is
as well as 1 am."

JOHN G'AREYj 1(U D

Street, South

wmammwxmsBmMEtEm
Consumption Can Be Cured.

Boston.

ATTEST : fknow John Caiey. He Is an honest, pood
man, whose statementsare worthy of entire credit I
believe what he nays about hi* child's sickness.
CLINTON H. COOK Milk Street. Boston'.

HOOD'S SARSAFAKILLA.
Sold by druggists. $t : six for $5. Prepared only by
C. I.
St CO., Apothecaries^
Lowell.Mass.

HOOD

:»

THIRTY-THREE YEARS

AMONG

OUR WILD INDIANS

HALL’S

lun6s.BALSAM
_

see you about my son, our only child. had all the symptoms of confirmed Consumption—cold
We don’t know what to do with him. night sweats,hectic lever, harassing cough, etc. Ho
He gets drunk, comes home and kicks commenced ipmvMliatelyto get letter and was soon
restoredto his usual health. have also found Dr.Wra.
in tlie doors, fights roosters, goes to rat
Hall’s Balsam for the Lungs the most valuableexpecSoftT OF DISEASES
pits, and to see pugilists fight. Now he torant for breaking up distressingcoughs and colds
ALWAYS CURABLE BY USING
forgets his father’s name. We don’t that I have ever used." Dumo's Catarrh Snuff cures
care what becomes of him, so I guess CMatrh and all affections of the mucous membrane.
we’ll have him join your company.’ ”
Youno meft, middle-aged men and all men who soffrom early indiscretions
will And Allen's Brain Food
“Well, madam,” said Mr. Backus. “I ter
the most powerful luvlgorantever introduced once
restored
by
it
there
is
no
relapse.
Tit
it ne verlaila.
would advise you to take* him to Harry
kl
idx for |5. At druggistsand at Allen's Pharmacy,
Hill’s, to race courses, to the Madison 814 First avenue, New York City.
Square Garden, to Saratoga and Boston.
Show him the Bunker Hill monument.
.
TREASfor maps
Take him to the top of the monument
and pricqsof 30,000acre# choice wheat land.
OF HI MAH MSB.
W ANIMALS,
’> “Well, Mr. Backus, what shall
fccActchei,
»
Bheamatlxxn,
FARMERS' SONS AND DAUGHTERS
I do with him then?” “Throw him off."
Baras and Scalds, Stprd* Galls, v—New York Journal
SpstalM, Cracks,
Stints and Blfteit
'“ At a recent execution in Japan ter and spring. Address JiackettFt.Wayne Jnd. Cuts and Bruises, Screw Worm, Grub
Sprains A fltltchea, Foot Kot, Hoof All,
thirteen strokes of a sword were necesContracted Muscles Lani*j
sary to behead the victim. The edge of
fitilTJoiuu,
Swtnny, Fimnders,
the instrument had been blunted purSprains, Stratus,
I have a pcultlTs remedy for the above dUasee; by Its
posely so that the agony of the doomed bm tboaiaadsat coaee of the went ktnt sod of long
Sore Jpcet,
landing hero been cared. Indeed, so r rang U my faitb
might be as great as possible.
In luafficiwy.UuM
I wilteer-XTWO MTTUbntlB, toStiffness, i. *
gether with • VALUABLE 1 JCATIBHonthis dlaoAM, to
external diKtues. tvna every hurt or amdect
mx!, aaOoier.Qtvs Expressmid P. O. address.
One pound of learning requires ten
DR. T. A. bLOCl'M. 1U Pearl 8u New Terk.
For gen .‘ml use in family,stable and stock yard ftii
pounds of common sense to apply it.
Persian proverb.
THE BEST OF ALL

MEXICAN

;

For uli h; Birlvora Merchant! and the troll gamllj.

•x-scia

Pacific Northwest!

Offwra th© best field for Emlgrrantii-vlt.:
a
mild, equable and healthy climate; cheap
lauds of great fertility,producing all varieties of Grain, Fruit and GranitesIn wonderful abundance; an inexhaustible supply ol
Timber; vast Coal Field* and other mineral
deposits;cheap and quick transportation by
railroad and river navigation direct commerce with all parts of the world, owing to
it* proximity to the I’aelflcOcean.

UO DROUGHTS, NO INNKt.’T PERT*,
NO HURRICANE*.WHIRLWINDS. OB

introduction1>/GKX. RtinmiAKBup*H> IHuatrations.
This grentwurk wiuiflibecribedforhy
pro. Arthur, we*.
(ir»nt. nnd k«wfroffl»f«-m/n#nltnen,
and Ulmlfliei d /in
The Lands of the PacifleNorthwestshow
the most valuable and thrillingh wKrveruritteti.
ItHelln
an average yield of wheat per acre largely
•Ilk* ir/ldjlre, nnd is the grandest chance to twin money
ever offered to Agents,fiend for Mi culore. Extra trrmi.
In excess of that of any other section of tha
hpoctmen plate, etc., nil frre. Address
United States.
A. G. NETTLETON ft CO., Publisher,Chicago, HL
No failure of crops has ever oceurred.
[

A Lccuinz London Phy»»
Ician rstabliahcsan
OUicnin Now York
lor the Cura of ' '*

EPILEPTIC FITS.

_

Prom Am Journal of HaliciKe.
Dr. Ab. tt- serole (latoCf I/radon),who makes a apeelalty of Bpilcpey, has withoutdoubt treated and cured
tnore cuea than any other living physician.Illeancceaa
has simply been astonishing; we have heard of roaos of
over SO ycara’ standingsuccessfully cured by him. Da
has publisheda work on this disease,which he sends
with nlsrgo boulo of hie wonderfulcure freo to anytuffe ter who may send their oxpresa and P. O. Address We
Odvlsn any one wishingn euro tu address
Dr. AH. MESKHOLB, ho. to John SL, Kcw Terk*
I

1

it :

HIRAM UOLT&CO.,EastWllton, He., U.S.L

OTHER DESTRUCTIVE PHENOMENA.

Cure* Consumption. Colds, Pneumonia,Influenza, BronchialDifllcul tie*, llroncliltis, Hoarseblooded horses drove up in front of my
Tile Doctor's Indorsementness, Asthma. Croup, Whooping Cough, and
theater one day. She lived on Fifth Dr. W. D. Wright, Cincinnati,Ohio,* send* the sul>- aU Disease* ol tho Breathing Organs. It soothes
and heals the Membrane oftlie Lungs, inflamed
imlorsuneqt: "I leave pWscribed and poisoned by the iHsease, and prevent* the
avenue and was very wealthy. She in- joinedpr'fessiuiial
night sweats and tightnessacross tlie chest
Dr. Win. Hall's Balsam for the Lunga In a great numquired for my office and then went up to
which accompany it. Consumptionis not aa
lier of eases and always with success. One ease In parincurable malady. HALL'S BALSAM wiU curs
it/ I said ‘Good day, madam;’ she said
ticular was given up by severalphysician* who had
you, even though professional
aid falls.
‘Good day, Mi*. Backus; I’ve come to been railed hi for consultationwith myself. The patient

;

YOU

Manufactured only by

MafBsiaB#

THOUGH SALT RHEUM

orm

romios

entitle o
ON
MISSISSIPPI."
A rich theme, and the richest, raciest volume of all the
Twiln series. Characteristic IKusiratlops.
.*,04)6in
cti'h irtsr.s to ajent$."Jiword totbc wfc-nluufilctanf."
AftCUTC Wanted- Ontflu nowrcady.fi. Hrpore
AmE.R I w ticultu. ;i4dres»g.B. DlA'Ii a Go Chicago-

,”'1 >»

Try the new brand, Spring Tobacco.

Order ofMarit"
MelbourneExhibition, 1 C80-

Was awarded the flrtt PrtBfca
*t the International
Exhlbltisa
In Philadelphia,
In 1B7«, and
cepted by the Judges a*

AnnouactnB

la

.

Backus?” asked the reporter of the
famous comedian, now turning gray,
but ns Immerous as ever. “I have,” lie
replied.“Will you describe one V” “An
aristocratic lady in a‘ coach drawn by

Awarded“Pint

yieri

Cktr

KEE

(fulled toall sections.) Write for F
Ulus.Pamphlet
and Prices to TU« Aultinan ft Taylor Co., Mansfield, Ohio.

1

in your company, Mr.

(WEYMOUTH'SPAT EMU

TUDCCUCDCsaw-iills,

OorsePowenI

We

Me!

Hay

Sent Fife! Sent Free! Sent Free!
The information How to Win *111 be sent to any person free. Please send correct name that I may keep
yon posted from time to time on New Games, etc.
Address the Manager of tlie Sportsman's Agency,
BLAKE GOODRICH, McUmen, Mass.,U. 8. A.

Iti*

Mr. Baiktis PreHOribcsfor Him.
“Have you ever any odd applications

Lightning

One agent made •1400.00 in MdtTi,
Roilngand Fie'ilitKree. JJ.IHEFARD
4 CO.. UNCINIfATl 4 K ARIAS CITY.

ness and weak kidneys. His medicines
seemed to relieve her, but did no permanent
Vrtimrv
BUI a m learn Telroi^piiy here and
I will give you the best Seeds
good. Her nephew induced u trial of Dr.
I UU rlCj
we will (rive you a situation. for the least money of any firm
Guysott’s Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla,
Circularsfree. VALENTINE BROS.. Janesville, Wis. In A mericaorrefund. Western
FAMOUS CASE 1$ BOSTON.
which benefited her so much that she disSeeds are best Mine take tho
girl had a powerful eruption
lend. Ourrtenor*flay they never
missed the doctor. His peculiar sensitive- "My little four-year-old
fall. I used (1000
paper to print 50
ness caused him to give up his practice, on her face and head. Under her eyes it was regular
istratcdwIthtfOOO
cheap
scalding
red
and
sore,
like
a
bum.
Back
of
her
left
ear
and, instead of respondingto professional
1 best* the world,
pretty
A
GENTS
WANTED
for the Host and Fa*te«t-8oll- worth many dollars. FREE. Prices below
we
had
to
shave
her
hair
close
to
her
head.
Five
or
IBook
calls, he often merely grunted “take GuiA. ing Pictorial Books and Bibles. Prices reduced 33 alL- It II. 8UUMWAY, Rockford. 111.
‘Free
sott's,”which saying became proverbial in six physiciansand two hospitalsgave up her case aa por cent National PublishingCo- Chicago 111.
the neighborhood, and a large sale of this Incurable,save that she might outgrow it. When it
W
W A N T DOOO more ROOK AGENT*
medicine soon sprang up. Ask your drug, began to maturate I became alarmed.In three weeks,
W P
Ci VV M IE I F0r (jen. DODGE'S New Hook,
gist to get it for you.

E&iSXJi

CUE! VNEIE ALL ELSE FAILS,

Liniment will cure your rheumatism, neuralgia or croup in less time than any other Liniment known. For sale by all druggists.

Does not

Doctor's OccupationGone.

•

Good for Man and Beast! Read This!
Strange but true that the Army and Navy

”

places

j

Language#.9
BOLD BY ALL DIDGOI8T8 AMD DEALEM
Direction*In Berra

!

The Wilmington,Del., Neic*

for

other

all

Pains and Aches.

A factory at Pittsburgh turns out

Personal !— To Men Only
The Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall, Mich.,
will send Dr. Dye’s CelebratedElectro-

P

Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swellings and Sprains, Burns and

afternoon,but mother, though her back
aches, has no time for such an indulg-

(OSISFtift

learned.— iVeu* Orleane Picayune.

home and keeps house. Emily

at

;

A

Mil

MUSTANG

all fIrst^cuss farmers

-

SHOULD USE

A

-

Land
roller
OF HOMK

Oregon Wheat command* a higher nrlca
than that of any other country in the Liverpool market.
An immense area of errj/ fertile llallroad
and (iorrmmrnt Lands, lellhin easy reach of
the trunk lines of the Northern Pacific It.
the Oreyon Itailway A Navigation, and the
Oregon ft California It. It. Co.'s nnd their
numerous branches in the great Valleys of tha
Columbia and its tributaries, are now offered
for sale at Low prices and on Easy terms, or
open to pre-emption and Homestead Entry.
The. great movement of population to tbs
Columbia region now in progress will bs
enormously increased buttfie completion of
the Northern Pacific It. It. and the Oregon
Itailway ft Navigation Co.’s systems. This
renders certain a rapid increase In the ealm
of lAinds now bnen to purchase or to csUrg
under the United States Land Laws.
For Pamphletsand Maps descriptiveof Um
country,it* resources, climate, routes at
travel, rates and full Information, address

KIINl).

A.L.

STOKES,

General Eastern Agent,
5!) Clark Street,Chicago, HL

HHIHEHT.
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Prostration,
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CONSUMPTION.
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THE SUN

I'S!?'

Hood’s Sarsaparillagives an appetite and
THE SUN’S first aim is to be truthfulami useful ; its
imparts new energy ana life to aif the funcsecond, to write an entertaininghistory of tlie times
tiqii* of the body. Try a bottle and realize it
in which we live. It print*, on an avenue, more than
t.'Mi.OoOcopicsa
week. circulationis now larger
ever before. Subscription: Daily (4 pages), by
The futile demands for ten-cent pieces than
mail, 55c a month. or 96.50 a year Sunday (H pages).
show that the United States Mint does not Sl.viO per yenr : Weekly (H pages), ftl per year.
keep up with fc.ed imes. .
L W. ENGLAND. Publisher.New York City.
;

LINIMENTS

______

oils

of

stomach, bowel*
or kidneys,or who require s nerve tonic, appetizer or BtitnvlMrt,

satnarltun Nervine

THE WOOLRIDUt
Patent Adjustable

Land

Roilsr

Is far superior to ail otber* : It I* rhr-op, draws etsflr,
will turn arunnd In Known length, and i* the only Holler tliutodjin-ts Ittoli to uneven ground, bend for 11luttrulfd(.‘uvular ol suu and price.

Brown A..VanArsdale M’fg.

Co.,

hole Manufacturers,>
fill n <» 1m.

Cliicayro. - - -

I

u

invaluable. Thousands proclaim it the

most wonderful Inviconmt that ever sustainedthe sinking system.Fat
tide by all Druggista.

DR. S. A.

RICHMOND MEDICAL CO*

Hole Prunrietor*.HL Joseph,
JKFhn lose stamp for Circulars. „

C.N.U.

Mo.

No. 11-83.

WHEN
WRITING TO ADVKRTIHKM.
VV please say you saw the advertisement
lu this paper.
*71

This spao* is reserved for the Woman
Christian TemperanceUnion.

se. d. S. Imott.
A OhriitoM Story,
BT MBA EMMA MOLLOY.

It was Christmas Eve. The
were gathered

In the

of Industry, In

\

children

chapel of the House

Hew York

city. The

childish voices were singing.
“Prom the far blue heaven,
Where the angel* dwell,
God look* on the children,

Whom

he lovea ao well

THEWONDER

Catarrh.

;

He will, like a father.
Give them dally bread ;
To the end will keep them
Safe from fear and dread.
All ye little children,
Hear the troth we tell:
God will ne’er forget yon,
For he lovea you well."

Great Rednctioe!!!

HEALING!
'&SS

OF

Cold In Head, Am. Onr "OalarrhCaM,’’
MMcially prepared to m««t aetiona eue«. Our
Ifwaol Byrlage Invaluable for nap In a*.
tarrhalaffection*, ia simple and inexpensive.

Having a large and well selected stock of Clothing, and Boots

No

other
preparation
tlon baa
ha* eared ao
so many ease*
case* of tneae dlatreaaing complaint* aa the Kxtract.

Eieiiatlsi. Nenrakia.

•

•

Back

the shadow

in

wild, despar-

sat a

Stomach, Noae, or from any cauae, lupeedily controlledand atopped.

yond description, his face bruised and

One would

swollen.

scarcely think to

look at the exterior that this

a prominentposition in the
world among men— that be had been
blessed with loving friends and beautiful
will ne'er forget yon,
For lie love* you well,"

he repeated.“But these are innocent

It it

an inspirationthat led them next to

looked at the

•

little

3

^POND'S EXTRACT CO.,

face intently, then staggered

doWn

for service,

into that val-

14

West

Sold by H.
hell

14th

St.,

New York.

WALSH, Holland

IN

Midi.

in the same place.

Two

girls sat nearly opposite

movable

dropped down

bright eyed

him.

little

Farmers and

Woodsmen

their (aces.

service was finally ended, the

tears coursing

down

still

he

DRY GOODS

He sat im-

as a statue, gazing hungrily into

children dispersed;

lingered, the

his cheeks thick and

THE NEW

GROCERY
~^AND—

ATTENTION

and while the children

fellow come in again, and

C.

STEKETEE

ou the corner of River

&

T. L.

& Ninth

Sts.

voices of
or to G.

ED. VER
Van Pullen &

Which we^ntendto keep a# complete a*

ble

Sons’ store.

memory. I was not always a druakard
home or friends,an outcast aud

embracing all the

I

po**i
test and best made fabric*

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

Parlor Stoves FARMERS’ PRODUCE

in affluent circumstances,

with many friends, the world smtled upon

We have a

upon me, now.

full

C.

Holijlvd,Oct.

Parlor ‘Wood

12tb.

%

A

A yveek made at home by the In,
duatrfons.Best businessnow be
fore the public. Capitalnot needrnfk
cd. We will start you. Men,
women, boy* and girl* wanted
everywhereto work for us. Now
U the time. You can work In spare time, or give
your whole time to the bus nets. No other bualnea* will pay you nearly as well. No one can fall
etc., etc.
to make enormous pay, by engaging at once,
Costly outfit and terms free. Money made fart,
easily, and honorably. Address TRUE & <’0..
I keep a full line of Spectacles, which arc the
Augusts,
42-ly best iu the market.

'

#

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry,

TAKEN

IN

EXCHANGE.

line of

Oh, sir!—
“A sorrow'* crown of sorrows
I* remembering happier thing*. "

BERKSHIRE SWINE.
Bkichkr, Will Co.
Illutoii.

Wm I

without

It has turned its back

Co.

HEREFORD CATTLE
COTSWOLD SHEEP

DRY GOODS M
^m

Factory.
SC HU RE, Supt.

lo Fixier’s Stave

these children have unsealed the fountain

beggar. Once,

Miller

Bixxskm ahd Ihpoitxu or

Oak

power could help me, I formationapply

The sweet

-dealer In-

BOS,

Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
Bolts, 30 inches long.
of Grocerlea,— always of the Freshe*tttndPurest,
Dr. Scott, putting out his hand kindly, Elm Slave Bolts, 33 inches long.
but also ulUlnds of Farmers Produce.Provision*.
Etc., Etc.
said, “What is the matter, ray friend? Black Ash Stave Bolls, 33 inches long.
Black
Ash
Heading
Bolts
38
inches
long.
Can I help you?”
Also a very large and assorted stock of
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Like a drowning man clutching at a Pine Heading Bolls, 20 inches long.
straw, he grasped the doctor’s hand said,
For making contracts or further in-

think you could.

WYKHUYSEN

TORE

S

White Ash Stave

human

H.

'OF'

We will buy all the Slave nud Heading
Bolls you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:

fast.

me.

GTOTT

NatalSyrlnge----25

were gathering, the poor, wild, haggared

of

‘

|W"Ouh New Pamphlet with Hibtobt or
OUaPUPABATIOH*HlKT FREE OH APPUCATIOM

into each

Cow Bay.
Next morning again the chapel

"If any

a call.

1.00 Catarrh Cure ..... 75
Flatter •••• ....... 25
Up Salve ........... 25 InhaleKGIatsSOc.lt.OO

*a

in-

ley of death—

The

me

• vyV*
moaicaxw Paper— 25
Ointment •••••.mV--50 Medicated
Ftmllj Syringe,$1.00Ladom, read pages 18, 18, 21 and 28 of our
New Pamphlet, which accompany each bottle.

beautiful!

he sat there gazing

out of the chapel, and

rang

in these lines, for the next thirty days, re-

HOLLAKTE, MICH.

never told in bulk or by meature.

Toilet Soap(3Cake»'.50

Oh, would that mine were here." Au hour
eager

spring-

Dentifrice..........50

beaming little faces

and moaned, "How

or more

my

Toilet Cream ........

‘‘There'llbe no rorrow there,
In heaven above,
Where all la love
There’llbe no sorrow there."

He

for

P0ND'slxfR*a^DTO""rWI.76

sing?—

tently,

make room

H-A-IR.IR.IIN'

vT-

little

children, God keep them so,” he muttered.
it

E.

r

"God

goods

gardless of cost. Give

dangerooa.

Far Pile*, Blind, IHeedlas «r Itchlag, It la the greatestknownremedy.
CtntUon.— POND'S EXTRACT hat been imitated. Tht genuine hat the tcordt POND’S
EXTRA CT blown in the glaM. and our picture

children.

I desire to dispose of to

stock, I will sell all

DUMlieria
ipntnena and
ana Sore Tliroat.K^r.li;
~ i§ a anre cure. Belay la
promptly. It

man had once

occupied

Was

and Shoes, which

Hemorrhages. ““'Kr

ing looking fellow, ragged and dirly be-

STEKETEE A

1880.

BOS.

Maine.

88-ly

Prompt attention given to repairing.

(To be Continued.)

Ayeh’s Hair Vigor

and Coal Stoves,

stimulates the hair

and promotes a
growth. It contains all that can

colls to healthy action,
vigorous

lie supplied to

ful

make the natural

Which we
payment.

hair beati-

How

number* of

tbelPS’l

pattern

from dandruff, prevents the hair from beIt flexi-

AND

She Saved her Darling.

'T shall not feel so nervous again about
of the Detroit Stove Work*,

Warranted to excell anythingeke in the market
‘‘We almost lost our darling from cholera
for economy and beauty; regelate* earner, burn* it*
infantum,but happily heard of Parker’s
fuel cleaner and distribute* the heat more evenly
Ginger Tonic in time. A few spoonfuls
than any other stove.

soon cured baby, and an occasionaldose
Beside* the above

keeps us in good health.”—Brooklny

we have

Mother.

The New

Good A&vict.

Ideal

will preveal and cure the greater which la an entirely new design In Parlor Coal
Stoves, matching the latest styles in furniture.
part of the ills that afflict maokiud in this
We also have several cheaper Grade*.
or any section,if you keep your stomach,
In Parlor Wood Stoves we have a large variety
liver and kidneys in perfect working order. of every hind, representingseveral aerie* of the
There is no medicine known that docs this Detroit aud other prominent work*. In this line
as surely as Parker’s Giuger Tonic. It we hold several secoud-uandstoves which con be
had very cheap. In
will keep your blood rich and pure, and

You

give

you good health at

little

cost. See

other column.

"Ma,” howled a

house and approaciiiug

running into the We also take the lead and representold and
able Companies that warrant their work. No
his mother, “ma,
ecting from a paper to

me with a stick.”
“Well, I’ll whip your little brother,”

little brother hit

said

the

mother, abstractedly tucking to-

gether a pair of stockings she had been
darning.

ManrallonaCut®

fill

of

From

the

Stone in the BIndder I* a very dangerousailment;
but many mo*t remarkablecure* have of late been
wrought by "Kennedy’*Favorite Remedy"— the
invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondont,N. Y. Another striking esse Is now added lo the list. Mr.
Peter Lawler, of Italton.Mas*., states in a letter
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been troubled with
bladder complaintfor 14 vesrs. and had consulted
at differenttimes
It
seven physician*; hnt nothing
beyond temporaryullayment of th" pain had been
worked. Towards the end ol last January Mr.
Lawler calledon Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the
doctor "struck stone." Me decided that Mr. Lawler should firsttry the "FavoriteRemedy," so as.
if possible, to avoid an operation. And here la the
remarkable result: "Dear Doctor Kennedy— The
day after I came home I passed two gravel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
see the stones I will send them to you," This let
ter bear* date "Dalton. Mb**.. Feb. 6th,“ and I*
signed -Peter Lawler." The stone*, which are so
large ns to warrant for •‘Kennedy's Favorite Rentedy" the claim that It is the most successful sued
fle forStone yet discovered, are now in Dr. Kennedy’* possession.Inctdentslly Mr. Lawler also
statesthat the "Favorite Remedy" at the same
time cured him ot a stuborn case of Rheumatism ;
and it Is a fact that in all effectionsarising out of
disorder ofthe liver or urinary crganslt Is a searching remedy and work* marvellous henotif*. It I*
In Itselfalmost a medicine chest. Order It of your
druggist.Price $1.00 a bottle.

relisel-

Parker

s Hair

hit

Read what he says; ‘T have been a
with Itching

great suffererfor 15 years

Piles, i I tried the prescriptions of our

leading physicians as well as numerous
Professors of the University with but tittle

benefit. As

a

last reeorl they

recom

sill!

to

declined,

say Swayne’s Ointment has proved a

pleasant and effective cure aud 1 cheerful
lv say to others afflicted with this distress
iuif complaint to try this great

once.

i

,

Remedy

at

Inatead of restless nights refresh-

ing step U
Phil

Ladloa’ Sclasora and Ink Erasers.
Makoallstylciof

STEEL PENS.

Wo ihow cutof Patent Adjustable QulUActlonReservoir Fes
“Tha AcmO|',»ud vlll null oamplegroeionrecclptori!

W*Prtee1Ltats dlSlmm

Young Men snd Women will not only rave men-

-SEWING MACHINE CO-

KANTERS & SONS.

&

Meyers, Brouwer

Bnrhcd apd p'aln of five different kinds, ter per
it below
beloi Grand Rapids prices at
cent

KANTERS & SONS.

now the rule.
k.Tchmre Suit
May 8lh. Allku MacJollin. Patent Wire.

Pa.,

.

lure

&

Drugs, Medicines,

Co.

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

PARKER'S GINGER TONIC

Having purchased the eplire stock and
FURNITURE & COFFINS “good
will” of T. E. Anuis & Co., we

HOLLAND, MICH.

will

endeavor to morit, by fair treatment

powers,as to nuke thaGreatestBloodPunfierfk
the

FENCE WIRE
R.

Kremers & Bangs,

DEALERS IN

SONS.

Holland, Mich.

>

85-3m.

dealers In-

SsBa

of all slxea at alt time*.

KANTERS

College Journal.

GHICAGO.ILL.*

Full Assortment
ofNallaon hand and Intend to keep up our flock

for

^30 UNION SQUARE NLW YORK

as I had great horror of the knife. Suffice
it

STANDARD POCKET CUTLERY

^ItEWHOM#

have a

H.

mended an operation which I

24-ly

MERIDEN. CONN.

tion. Send

Nails! Nails!
We

H. WYKHUYSEN.
1882.

THE MILLER BROS.CUTLERYCO.

SIMPLE

me.”
of Allen MaoOollin.

80,

an order at an Indefi-

.

Have you Heard

Holland, Mich., July

CALL.

Balsam

iu the city.

he

hewHome

SstUOMthsmotifotUdiouMa perfect HsIrlUttonrud
DrawtofA4»b*4 tor Its «fe**lioct*
m4 clcftat perfom*.
lever Vails to Restore Greyer Faded Bair
to tbsywtUal color. M eta. a*d $1 (»« stall traafeti.

from-from the cheapest cooking stove to an assortment of ranges never before representedIn this
town. We respectfullyinvite purchasers to compare merits and prices of our goods with any other
R.

ME A

GIVE

FUUIUld (Mats.) Eagle.

nite time in the future, but the good* to select

“No, don’t whip him. Don’t let him
have yny supper. I whipped him before

sold below Giand Rapid* prices.

Stone in the Blad-

ber— Large Stone* Removed by Kennedy’* Favorite Remedy.

Cooking Stoves

boy,

goods,

Watches and Clocks

CROWN JEWEL

baby’s teething,” writes a grateful mother.

No trouble to show

reasonable price* and term* of

Oar line compriaesallthe

aud abundant; keeps the scalp free

coming dry and harsh, and makes
ble and glossy.

offer at

NARROW ESCAPE

for the

fyiiikiihof

_____ .Sleeplessness,
It cures Dyspeprfa,
Liver,
Bowels,Lungs,
Li
all diseases of the Stomach*
Stm
Kidneys, and all Female
.
are wastingjway with Consumptionor
if you are*
.
any disease, use
u the Tonic
___
.tememberl it is far superior to Bitters,
help
you. Re
Essencesof Ginger and other Tonka, a« it builds
up the system without intoxicating.50c. and $t
^ ------- ^Nonegenuine
m — — — jnewithout
sues^atall
dealers in drugs,
without

Complaints.

to-day,

_

..

ravVnqik BUYING THE DOLLAR SIZE.

MmmHpnot. life is sweeping by, go and
r FV
dare before you die. something

k

1

%

I

mighty and sublime leave be
hind to conquer time." 60 a1
ta erk in your own town. $5mtt
fir free. No risk. Everything
new. Capital liot required. We will furnish vou
everything. Many are making fortune*.Ladle*
make as intieb a* men, aud' boy* and girl* make
great pay. Reader, If yon want bnsinessetwhich
you ean' moke great pav all t»'0 time, write for
oartlculais lo 11. 11ALLETT & CO.. Portland.

Maine.

---

and honest competition, a share of

the

patronageof this public.

Physicians Prescriptions carefully

Compounded.
KKEMERS & BANGS.

Holland, Mich., April 19th. 11-ly

